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Abstract

Modern techniques of liquid atata physics have been successfully

used over the last decade to probe the microscopic structure

and dynamics of a variety of nilticomponent liquids in which

relative ordering of the species is present near freesing. The

alkali halides are prototypes for this specific type of short

range order in relation to the nature of bonding, but the

systems in question Include also other monovalent and polyvalent

metal-ion halidea, alkali-based intermetallic compounds, and

chalcogen-based alloys* A viewpoint is taken in this review

which gives attention to relations between liquid and solid

phase properties across melting for compound systems at stoichio-

•etric composition* In addition, large deviations from stoichio-

•etry can be realized in the liquid phase, to display trends

of evolution of structure, bonding and electronic states with

composition!
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1. Introduction

The crystalline alkali halides are commonly regarded as

the prototype of ionic insulators. Characteristic properties

are the large cohesive energy from Coulombic interactions

optimized in typical crystal structures, the Infrared spectrum

associated with optical vibrational modes, and the low d.c.

conductivity due to thermally activated ionic motions via

lattice defects. Their intrinsic transparency in the visible

ia due to a forbidden gap of several eV from the valence band

to the conduction band and closely related eicitonic states,

and ia modified by electrons or holes introduced by stoichio-

metric excess ar.d trapped at lattice defectg (colour

centr**).

The alkali halidea melt at about 1000 K with a large

relative change of volume ( 4V/V ~1Q+3W) and a latent heat

of fusion which is a relatively small fraction of the binding

energy(AS« 3k_ per ion pair). The d.c. conductivity increases

by several orders of magnitude to values typical of good ionic

conductors (or~ ISIT cm" ). Liquid solutions with the alkali

metal can be formed over the whole range of composition up to

the pure liquid metal, at temperatures of the same order aa the

melting point of the pure salt. In alkali iodide-iodine solutions,

on the other hand, a transformation from ionic to molecular

liquid can be followed. These macroscopic observations indicate

two interesting lines of investigation: how are the microscopic

properties of the pure molten salt related to those of its

solid, and can one explore in the liquid state border areas

between the * canonical1 types of bonding in solida (ionic

systems, electronic semiconductors and metals, molecular

systems).

" - • • • % : • '
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Studies of molten salts hare been motivated for

a long time by concrete interests in their thermodjmamic, elec-

trochemical and transport properties (for reviews see the

volumes edited by Blander 1964, Sundheim I964, Mamantov 1967,

Mamantov and Braunstein 1981). there has also been a very active

concern with the statistical mechanics of fluids of charged

particles, ever since the work of Debye and Htlckel (1923) dealt

with ionic screening in dilute electrolyte solutions. The

connection with electrochemistry may be stressed at this point

by recalling that the Debye screening length, measuring the

distance over which the ionic conductor screens an ionic charge,

appears already in the work of Gouy (1903,1910) and Chapman

(1913), where it measures the width of the interfacial dipole

layer resulting from charging a model planar electrode immersed

in an electrolyte. In essence, the Debye-HBckel selfconsistent

method regards an ion in an electrolyte as a microscopic charged

electrode: the screening contribution to the total potential

drop is the fluid-state equivalent of the ladelung potential

at an ion in the crystal and yields the Coulombic contribution

to thermodynamic properties, while the profile of potential

describes via Foisson's equation the local electrolyte structure

screening the ion. These concepts from the theory of dilute

electrolyte solutions, and the equally basic concepts of the

Drude theory for electrical transport in rarefied plasmas, are

still basic, though with appropriate extensions, to describe a

dense ionic liquid.

This article reviews recent progress made in answering such

microscopic questions as we have started to focus above from

the side of the ionic crystal and from the side of the rarefied

plasma. It is natural to atyt in section 2 by discussing the

structure of molten alkali halides as prototypes of dense ionic

liquids. We proceed then to other salts conventionally classified

-li-

as 'mainly ionic1, which often present interesting premelting

phenomena and melting behaviours. Section 3 opens with a discus-

sion of the fundamental optical absorption and of the optical

properties of extra electrons solvated in molten alkali halides,

proceeding then to the evolution towards a metallic state In

solutions of alkali metals in molten alkali halides and to

chemical short-range order in liquid alloys of elements with-

widely different electronegativities. Though our inclusion of

the latter systems is stretching somewhat the title of the

article, we feel that their discussion adds insights on more

conventional molten-salt systems and on the evolution of bonding

from ionic to metallic. Section 4, finally, covers ionic transport

and collective motions, again with main reference to molten alkali

halides and other molten salts but with an excursion into chemic-

ally ordered alloys.

The book of larch and Tosi (1984) may be consulted for an

introduction to the statistical mechanical language of correl-

ation functions and response functions, specifically addressed

to fluids with Coulomb forces. Recent progress in understanding

concentrated aqueous solutions of electrolytes, where the solvent

is playing an important structural role, has been reviewed by

Siderby and Heilson (I98I; see also the later papers of ITeilson

and Enderby 1983 and Rewish at al 1983).
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2. Structure and binding of molten salts

2.1 Structure of molten alkali halides

A reasonable starting point is to assume that the interionie

forces in an alkali halide are not changed qualitatively across

melting. The short range order in the dense ionic melt should

then reflect primarily (a) Coulomb!c attractions and closed-ahell

overlap repulsions between unlike ions, leading to a sharp

region of excluded volume and to a first neighbour shell of

unlike ions around any given ion, and (b) Coulombic repulsions

between like ions, which are pushed into a second neighbour

shell with a less sharply defined region of excluded volume.

Alternation of the ionic species in space is thereby preserved

to some extent acroas melting, with the implication that ionic

screening is oscillatory rather than monotonically decaying as

in the Debye-HBckel theory. These structural features were

demonstrated by Woodcock and Singer (1971) in a Monte Carlo

study of a model ionic liquid simulating molten KC1.

Ionic alternation is seen in standard X-ray diffraction

patterns (Zaraycki 1957, 1958) as a peak or a shoulder at

scattering wave numbers appreciably below those of the Bain

peak in the pattern! The strength of this feature depends on

the difference between the scattering amplitudes of the two

ionic species. One is reminded of the fact that in the crystal

the presence of the odd-indexed 'difference' Bragg reflections,

starting with the (111) reflection, distinguishes the NaCl-type

structure from a simple cubic lattice. A 'Coulomb prepeak1 in

a total diffraction pattern from a binary liquid signals the

presence of appreciable relative order of the two species.

2.ill Partial structure factors and pair correlation functional

An experimental resolution of total diffraction patterns into
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components coming from interference between waves scattered from

the three types of ion pairs in a molten alkali halide was par-

tially achieved for LiCl by Levy et al (I960) through the combined

use of X-ray and Beutron diffraction. Complete resolution in a

molten salt was first achieved by Page and Kika (1971) for CuCl,

using tb* multi-pattern neutron diffraction method based on iso-

topic enrichment which was first developed for liquid alloys

by Enderby, North and Egelstaff (1966). Modern X-ray techniques

such as EXAPS do not seem to have found as yet wide application

to high-temperature materials (see e.g. Waseda 1980).

lot n^ be the number density of ions of species u in a

molten salt (for alkali halidas n » n * in, with n the total

number of ions per unit volume). The partial pair distribution

functions g (r) are defined so that 4 n r V g .(r)dr is the mean

number of p-type ions in a spherical shell centred on an oc-type

ion, with asymptotic value grf(r) • 1 for r -»«, Bquivalently,

the function n n t (r) - l] gives the average instantaneous

correlation between the density <? (0) of oc-type particles at

the origin and the density f (r) of f-type particles at distance

r froa the origin! The partial structure factors are related

to ĝ  (r) either by

according to the definition of Ashcroft and Langreth (1967), or by

a^(k) « 1 + 4nn j [ĝ  (r) -

according to the definition of faber and Ziman (1965). The

intensity I(k) of radiation with wavelength X , coherently

scattered through an angle 2^, is then given by

Kk) -

where k •= (^//OainV 1B the scattering wave number and fK are

the scattering amplitudes, taken to be real! Simulation and



theoretical results in the literature usually refer to S (k)

while experimental data usually refer to a (kK

The multi-pattern diffraction method for a binary liquid

involves neutron scattering from three samples of the same

chemical material prepared with different iaotopic concentra-

tions. The structure factors in eqn (2^3) are unchanged by

iaotopic substitution in a classical liquid, whereas the fK •«

are isotope-averaged amplitudes which differ from sample to

sample. The use of the 35d and 37C1 isotopes, with scattering

amplitudes which differ by a factor of about 5, has yielded

detailed structural information on many molten chlorides. Por

specific reviews the reader may refer to Snderby and Neilson

I960 and to Bnderty 1985. A detailed discussion of data analysis

baa a^so been given by MeGreevy and Mitchell

Before proceeding to illustrations of the results, it la

convenient to complete the definition of basic structural pair

functions by introducing the Ornatein-Zemike direct correlation

functions c (r). These are defined through the integral equations

with the definition

In Fourier transform eqn (2.4) becomes

*., - < n.y*%°° * s-t(k) ' {2-6)
which Involves an inversion of the matrix of partial structure

factors. The functions c (k) and e^(r) play crucial roles in

statistical mechanical theories: however, while c (k) is related

rather directly to the observed liquid structure by eqn (2i6),

the Courier inversion leading to c (r) requires accurate dif-

fraction data for scattering at snail angle ( k * 1.5/T , say).

-8-

In the absence of such data, experiment faces theory primarily

on local liquid structure, which is generally more sensitive

to gross features than to fine quantitative details of the

interatomic forces!

2.1.2 Structural results by neutron diffraction. Figure 1 reports

S (k) of molten Had at 875°C (75°C above freezing) as determined
r

by Biggin and Enderby (1962) by a re-analysis of the neutron.

diffraction data of Edwards et al (1976). The resolution into

partial structure factors has been checked by reconstruction of

the coherent X-ray diffraction pattern and comparison with X-ray

data of Ohno and Purukawa (1981). The error bars show good
0—1

accuracy for S (k) and 3 (k) above li5A~ and rather leag

accuracy in S (k). The re-analysia of the original data, which

was motivated by a redetermination of the scattering amplitude

of Cl, has led to an important new conclusion, i.e! the close

similarity between S (k) and 3 (k). The trademark of ionic

alternation is the deep valley in S+_(k) in phase with the main

peak in 3 (k) and S (k): these main features in the partial

patterns correspond to a 'Coulomb prepeak' in total patterns.

Figure 2 reports g (r) as obtained by Biggin and Enderby

by Fourier inversion of the above data. Though a precise assess-

ment of quantitative accuracy is difficult after Fourier inversion,

the main peak positions in g.(r) are determined with an accuracy
0 "1*

of a few hundredths of an Angstrom. The alternation of the species

in space and other gross features of an ionic model are evident.

The position r •> 2;?8A of the main peak in g (r) is at somewhat

shorter distance than the first neighbour distance rg - 2.95A

in the solid near melting! The peak is asymmetrically broadened,

yielding on analysis that the average number of unlike ions in

close contact with the ion at the origin is about 4, whereas the

average total number of unlike ions in the first neighbour shell,

up to the minimum in g+.(r), is not so drastically reduced from
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the value 6 in the crystal. These structural details seem to

account for the fact that, though r < r , there is a large

volume expansion on melting ( AV/V . - 25jC for HaCl). The

minimum in g (r) ia quite deep, suggesting a fairly slow rate

of ionic exchange between the firat neighbour shell and the rest

of the liquid. With the help of molecular dynamics work on an

ionic model by Lantelme and Turq (1984), one estimates persistence

times of local structure (defined through a Gaussian-like decay

of the time-dependent correlations between the displacements

of two unlike particles) of the order of several picoseconds.

One also notices from Figure 2 that g +(r> and g (r) are approx-

imately equal, within experimental accuracy, and show some

penetration of like ions into the first neighbour shell: these

features suggest that these ion pairs are largely kept apart

by their mutual Coulomb repulsion.

The above structural results for molten HaCl near freezing

are qualitatively representative of similar data for RbCl

(Mitchell e£ al 1976+) and CsCl (Locke et al 1985). A tabulation

of peak positions in S (k) and g (r), including also data from

preliminary structural studies of Lid (Levy e£ al I960) and

KC1 (Derrien and Dupuy 1975)» i3 given in Table 1. The table

includes already the results of computer simulation work based

on 'rigid-ion* (Rl) and 'polarizable-ion'(Pl) models of the

melt (Lewis et al 1975» Dixon and Gillan 1981), as well as

theoretical results (Ballone et al 1984b). These will be discussed

in some detail in section 2.4: we note here that the degree of

agreement between models and experiment in these local-structure

properties is quite reasonable.

* Be-analysis of the original data on HbCl to account for improved

scattering amplitudes and for the compressibility limit (ae«

section 2.3.2) leads to'only minor changes in the published

results (BcGreevy 1984, private communication).

2.2 Primitive model for gtructure and thermodynamics

Before proceeding with the discussion of real molten alkali

halides, it will be useful to acquire a feeling of the problem

by considering the model of a fluid of charged hard spheres. The

model can be solved analytically in the so-called mean spherical

approximation (MSA).

2.2.1 Analytic results for a binary fluid of charged hard spheres.

A crucial property of the direct correlation functions in a

Cbulomb fluid is the asymptotic behaviour

JLig 3 (k) - - 4«Z-Z^e
2A2kBt (2.7)

where Zt are the ionic valences. This relation embodies the

complete screening of an ionic charge by the ionic conductor,

omitting all other screening effects (see section 2.3). Indeed,

the results of the Sebye-Htlckel theory follow at once when eon

(2^7) is taken to apply at all wave numbers k, or equivalently

™ 2 . (2.8)

In a model of charged hard spheres instead, eqn (2.7) must

be combined with the hard sphere boundary conditions

g (r) - 0 for r < <*-f , (2^9)

which introduces sharply defined regions of excluded volume, with

distances <x of closest approach for the various ion pairs. The

restriction a, = \(<r4< + <»•„)» identifying o^ and <r._ with ion core

diameters v and or. , is usually imposed. The MSA combines these

boundary conditions with a Debye-Rtlckel expression for c (r)

outside the excluded-volume regions,

for r >orr . (2.10)cM3A(r) = - Z z
The integral equations (2U) can then be solved to obtain analytic

expressions for c (r) in the regions ror and hence, through eqn

(2.6), analytic expressions for S (k) (Waisman and Lebowitz 1970,1972).

We consider for simplicity the case of a symmetric molten

salt model, with Z = -Z_ = 1 and o. = a * u . Fro» the symmetry

-10-



property g (r) = g (r) in this model, one easily sees that the

total number density N(r) = f (r) + f (r) and the charge density

Q(r) = f (r) - f (r) become uneorrelated. Eqns (2.4) then yield

two independent equations for the H-S and Q-Q correlations. One

recovers for the former in the MSA the analytic solution of the

Percus-Tevick theory of a one-component fluid of neutral hard

spheres (Wertheim 1963, Xhiele 1963)» while for the Q-Q correl-

ations one finds

+ B2r/cr] (r <cr )

(r >w ) (2^11)

(Waisman and Lebowitz 1970). the corresponding expression for

the charge-charge structure factor S (k) • 3 + + (k) - 3 (k),

which describes the short-range order in the charge distribution

around a charge fluctuation, is

5QQ(k)

• 2

(Stell and Sun 1975). In these expressions, kjj • (4rae

is the Debye inverse screening length, which enters the theory

through eqn (2.7) merely as a measure of the strength of the

Coulomb interactions relative to the thermal energy; f * Jincr

is the packing fraction, B = (a^/k_) - 1 and y is an inverse

length given by

She connection between f *od an inverse screening length in the

dense ionic fluid, in the presence of oscillations in the charge

distribution around any given ion (of eqn (2^12)), will bs pointed

out below, for the moment we notice that 2f -» k- for <r-» 0.

The geaeral expression for the Oovlemblo contti*mtieai«t, ̂,,

to the internal energy density Is

- - \ V-V
where in the last expression we have used charge neutrality,

i»e* n Z • - n 2 . Of course, this quantity is the liquid-atate

analogue of the ladelung energy per unit volume in the ionic

crystal^ In the symmetric case (and also in the general case,

see section 2.3.1 below), eqn (2.14) can be rewritten as

Jdk ±£. [s Q̂{k) - l] . (2115)- \ n

The ISA solution of the symmetric model of charged hard spheres

yields the simple analytic expression

The internal energy density follows by addition of the thermal

kinetic energy |nk-1? and hence the free energy and other thermo-

dynamic functions are easily evaluated.

We can now give an appropriate definition of screening

length! Prom eqn (2.16), the electrical potential <f' on an ion

of charge a, due to the distribution of ionic charge in the

surrounding liquid, follows as

^nd - (2/"5 °f * - "
fills formula defines a length

1 M 3 A • (1 + y<r)/2f
8 •

as the radius of a sphere on whose surface the screening charge

-e may be equivalently distributed. To complete contact with

electrochemistry, we can introduce the 'electrical capacitance'

of the central ion as the ratio between its charge e and the

total potential drop from its surface to infinity(the sum of

«P. . and of the selfpotential 2s/v at the ion surface), with

the result

-12- -13-



T«0 . (2:19)

Finally, the capacitance per unit area of a flat impenetrable

electrode without image effects is obtained from (2.19) by

dividing by the area nr and taking the limit «" -too (at constant f ) :

T/2it (2:20)

(Blum 1977)1 This result does not depend on the charge on the

electrode, stressing the main limitation of the ISA: the Coulomb

interactions, outside distances of closest approach determined

essentially by the ionic cores, are being treated in a linear

response viewpoint.

2^2.2 Extensions and applications of the MSA. A number of more

general hard-sphere models have found analytic solution in the

MSA by the use of a technique introduced by Baxter (1970)! The

MSA solution for a liquid of charged hard spheres with arbitrary

core sites and valences (Blum 1975* Blum and H/6y*> 1977) is

easily extended to the case where a net ionio charge is present

and balanced by a uniform neutralizing background (Palmer and

Weeks 1973, Parrinello and Tosi 1979) or by a background excluded

from the ionic spheres (Hanaen 1981). Model mixtures of ions

and dipoles (Verlcat and Blum 1932 and references given therein)

as well as models where the Coulomb form of eqn (2^10) is modified

e.g. by the inclusion of Yukawa terms are also amenable to

analytical progress (see elg. Perram and Smith 1977, Maclnnes

1978, Smith 1979* Cummings 1979, Chaturvedi et al 1981). Modifica-

tions of eqn (2^10) may serve to account for real physical

effects (o'.g. for Thomas-Fermi screening or oscillatory model

potentials in metals and chemically ordered alloys) as well as

to improve the MSA by allowing for a more gradual approach of

c (r) to its asymptotic relation with the interatomic potentials.

The advantage of analytic results for hard-sphere fluids in

the MSA must be weighted against the fact that they have only

semiquantitative value, even when compared with data on these

model fluids (see e!g. Larsen et al 1977K The overall quality

of MSA results is rather poor at low ionic densities, where

short-range Coulomb correlations are more important than size

effects. For the molten alkali halides, on the other hand,

Abramo et al (1978) have reported very reasonable results on.

liquid structure factors by determining an appropriate set of

temperature-dependent ionic core radii from information on

interionic pair potentials and on liquid-state compressibility,

thereby proposing a detailed interpretation of total X-ray

diffraction patterns! An Improved treatment of the Coulomb

repulsions between like ions at close separation in molten

ITaCl brings some improvement in the results (Abramo et al 1961).

ISA calculations of the 'ladelung energy1 tfff for molten

alkali halides near freezing appear to be in error by a few to

several percent (i.e. a few tenths of an eV per ion pair) when

compared with more reliable calculations (see section 2.4).

Excepting the lithium halides, the results are well reproduced

by the relation

uJSA(Tm) 2 - 1.49 «
2/o- (2;21)

per ion pair at the melting temperature T , with ere -(ex + a )
m 2 + —

and using ionic core diameters at freezing reported by Senators

et al (i960). Discussions of the excess entropy of molten salts

in the MSA have been reported by Abemethy and Silbert (1982)

and by Yokohama and ELeppa (1982): the results show little

sensitivity to the choice of ionic core radii but are strongly

affected by the inclusion of electronic dielectric screening!'

2.273 Screening of charged hard wall and differential capacitance ,

of electrode/molten salt interface. Contact between the calculation

-15-
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of the ionic screening length in section 2.2.1 and electrochemical

measurements can also be made (Painter at al 1983). The data

concern the differential capacitance C of the interface between

several molten alkali halides and a liquid Pb electrode as a

function of temperature and electronic charge (Graves 1970 a, b).

These data for the inverse capacitance C^ at the point of zero

electrodic charge are reported in Figure 3.

The moat striking feature of the data in Figure 3 is the

dependence on temperature, which ia qualitatively opposite to

that commonly observed for interfaces between metallic electrodes

and aqueous electrolyte solutions. Prom its definition as the

ratio of the differential increment of applied vol'tage to the

increment of electrodic charge, C~ has the meaning of electrical

stiffness of the interface in the limit of uncharged electrode

and electrolyte. The observed electrical softening with increasing

temperature in Figure 3 could therefore reflect the expected

loosening of molten salt structure with increasing temperature.

A solid-state analogue would invoke screening of the electrodic

charge by Scbottky defects in the alkali halide, in concentration

which increases rapidly with temperature. In contrast, In a

dilute electrolyte screening of the electrodic charge has to be

effected against the ga3-like disorder of the ions in fixed

concentration. The Gouy-Chapman theory, appropriate to the high

dilution limit, yields C~l «. kj^Vr''*

On schematizing the electrode as a hard wall without image

effects, the MSA yields (Painter et al 1983)

j* (2:22)

diameters <r+ and <r of the ions have arbitrary ratio. It is

determined by the equation (Blum and ntfye 1977)

where I represents a contribution from electronic screening and

y is a suitable generalization of the expression (2.13) for

the ionic screening length to the more general case where the

-16-

where

and

(2:24)

with 11, = (4nne /dkJT) . The simple formula (2^22) yields the

correct order of magnitude for Co as well as the correct qualita-

tive trends for its dependence on the ionic species (sensitivity

to the metal ion and relative insensitivity to the halogen '

ion, see Figure 3). It fails, however, to give the correct
HW

qualitative temperature dependence, insofar as Co in the MSA

is essentially independent of temperature at molten salt den-

sities. Both the hard wall model for the electrode and the MSA

treatment of the electrolyte could be responsible for this

imperfect contact with experiment (Ballone et al 1984c, Roman

et al 1985),

2,3 Partial structure factors aa linear response functions

The primitive model of charged hard spheres in the MSA has

given ua already some insight in the theory of liquid structure

and thermodynamics of molten salts. We shall discuss more

realistic models of molten alkali halides in section 2^4. Here,

however, we shall first examine the information that can be

drawn on molten salts from the fluctuation-dissipation theorem

in classical statistical mechanics. For a monatomic classical

fluid this theorem interprets the structure factor 3(k) as a

generalized 'compliance* function, measuring at each value of

k the compliance of the liquid against a weak wave-like modul-

ation of the particle density. In the long wavelength limit,



in particular, this relation reduces to the Ornstein-Zernike

relation linking S(k*o) with the isothermal corapresaibility of

the liquid.

The generalization of the theorem to multicomponent classical

liquids is immediate: if such a fluid is subjected to a set of

weak static potentials given in Fourier transform by 7^(k) tor

each species, the induced changes n,,(k) in the particle densities

can be written aa

k) (2^26)

and the matrix t (k) of linear density response functions is

related to the partial structure factors by

^ p ; (2:27)

Comparison with aqn (2.6) attributes to the functions on its left-

hand side, involving c (k), the meaning of generalized 'stiffnesses'

of the fluid.

The usefulness of this viewpoint for ionic liquids becomes

more transparent when it is used to reinterpret the N-Q structure

factors that we have already met in section 2.2.1* Caution will

be needed however, since in writing the relation (2.27) we have

for the moment regarded each particle as an undeformable unit

without internal electronic structure.

2.3.1 Bhatia-Thomton structure factors and dielectric function.

With the purpose of emphasizing the relative order that may be

present between the components in a binary alloy, Bhatia and

Thornton (1970) used as fluctuation variables the total number

density

and the concentration density

c{r) - [^^(r) - o^fr^/n

-18-

(2.29)

The latter variable in a binary ionic licuid, by virtue of the

neutrality condition Z n ^ = 0, is proportional to the ionic

charge density

Q(r) - z+f
+
(£> + Z-fJz) (2^30)

in units of the elementary charge e. The corresponding structure

factors are obtained from Sa(k) as

n 3 (k)

The definition of S (k) is such that it approaches unity for

k •*«>. Aside from this normalization, 3 (k) in eqn (2^31)

coincides with the concentration-concentration structure factor

3 (k) introduced by Bhatia and Thornton.ce

From these definitions and the data in Pigure 1 for molten

HaCl, we see immediately that Sj,Q~ 0 since S ~ S • The observed

local structure therefore reflects density fluctuations and

charge fluctuations which are only weakly coupled to each other,

even though the ionic sites of cations and anions differ appreciably

in this liquid. The vanishing of SBn(k) is of course exact in the
fly

symmetric model discussed in section 2.2.1.

Figure 4 reports SA_{k) and SMM(k) from the above data and

from theoretical calculations based on pair potentials, to be

discussed in section 2^4.3. S^te) shows a very prominent peak

at kjsl.8 A , reflecting the short-range relative order of the

two species from Coulombic interactions, whereas S^fk) shows

comparatively little structure beyond its drop in the low-k

region, which reflects the low compressibility of the molten

_ro_



One can next proceed to relate the N-Q structure factors to

the linear response of the ionic liquid to external perturbations

acting on the total particle density (a uniform squeeze for

k -• o) and on the charge density (iie. an electrical potential^

In particular the static dielectric function £(k) of the fluid,

defined by the ratio of the longitudinal E and D fields as

* k.E(k)/k.D(k) , (2:32)

is related to the charge-charge structure factor by

l/t(k) = 1 + (4n.« A ) Xjo(k)

- 1 - (4*n«.2A2kBD SQQ(k) , (2;33)

Xnn(k) being the charge density response to an electric potential

in vacuo. This relation follows from the Foisson equation and

eqns (2.26), (2.27) and (2.31). It is valid, we stress again,

for * fluid of undeformsble ions. Inferences on the relevance

of electronic deformability can be drawn from comparisons of

results for liquid structure from different models and from

experiment (see section 2.4). The comparison in Figure 4 between

experiment and an accurate pair-potentials theory for molten

Nad gives already a feeling of the quantitative relevance of

these effects in microscopic structure, for an admittedly rather

simple system.

As a further comment we note that, as a consequence of the

strong peak in S Q(k) due to short-range charge order in the

dense ionic liquid, the dielectric function e(k) may be negative

over an extensive range of wave number. This is known to occur

from eqn (2.33) for several RI models of ionic liquids (Pasolino

et al 1978). This behaviour, whose general implications have

been discussed by several authors (see «^g. Martin 1967, Dolgov

et, al I98I), reflects in the present context the oscillatory

nature of ionic screening at strong coupling. Its appearance

with increasing coupling is closely related to the onset of

oscillations in the charge-charge distribution function 8QQ(r)

as the ionic fluid goes from gaseous plasma states to liquid

states in the temperature-density plane (Stell et al 1976,

Hovere et al 1979 a). ?or further discussions of the liquid-vapour

transition in simple models of ionic fluids, which Include effects

of ion pairing and clustering, the reader i3 referred to the .

papers of Friedman and Larsen (1979), Ebeling and Grigo (1980)

and Gillan (1980, 1983).

2^3.2 long wavelength limit. Thermodynamie fluctuation theory for

a multicomponent liquid with short-range interactions relates

the quantities S (0) to therraodynamic quantities (KLrkwood and

Buff 1951). In a binary mixture these are the isothermal compres-

sibility K-» the concentration dependence of the activity of

the •solute' and the difference in partial molar volumes of the

two species, the latter being related to the concentration

dependence of the molar volume.

In an ionic liauid, however, conditions of electroneutrality

and complete screening restrict the fluctuations of concentration

at long wavelength (Stillinger and Lovett 1968). Electroneutrality

yields

= - Z e (2.34)

and hence for a molten alkali halide

(2.35)

while 3 (k) and S (k) vanish in the same limit. The common limit
NQ QQ

of the structure factors in eqn (2.35) is easily shown, e.g.

through the use of the Kirkwood-Buff relations, to be related

to the compressibility by
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On the other hand, complete screening of a static, long-wavelength

charge fluctuation in the ionic conductor requires g(k-»o) to

diverge and hence, from eqn (2^33),

a two-iona basis) aa

n ( r ) n( l + 1 exp(iG.r) (2.38)

2 ,, 2
iQQ(k) = k-A5 (2.37)

2 , </.
where kjj = (4*n« /fikjT) in the presence of electron-shell dafor-

mability described by a dielectric constant £. These behaviours

lead through eqn (2.6) to the asymptotic behaviour (2.7) of the

direct correlation functions. Generalized sum rules for inhoroo-

geneoua charged systems have been presented and discussed in

the recent literature (see e.g. Blum et al 1982,1983).

A discussion of higher order terms in the low-k expansion of

S^-dO in. molten alkali balidea has been given by Rovere et al

(1979b). Electrochemical quantities, analogous to the thermodynamic

quantities which enter the Kirkwood-Buff relations for S (0)
2 A T

in mixtures, enter a k term in S (k) and a k* term in S (k),

and a k term enters the expansion of S_.(k) in the presence of

van der Waals interactions. Only illustrative numerical estimates

of the coefficients of the expansion could be given, based on

tb.9 use of the MSA for charged hard spheres and on the omission

of the k-dependence of electronic screening and of possible

local field corrections. The structure factors in this low-angle

scattering region are expected to be very sensitive to the model

and hence accurate experimental data are highly desirable.

2.3.3 Freezing of alkali halidea. In the viewpoint that we have

emphasized earlier in this section, the main peak in S _(k) for

molten NaCl in Figure 4 implies both strong short-range order in

the charge distribution and high compliance of the liquid against

modulation by charge density waves at these wave vectors. To

connect the latter property to equilibrium freezing of the salt,

we first write the periodic single-particle densities n^fr) for

the two species in the NaCl-type crystal (an f,c.c. lattice with

where n is the average liquid density, r> ia the percentuAl change

of density on freezing, and ifc1 are Fourier components at the

reciprocal lattice vectors C. The order parameters of the phase

transition are «J and the n£' 'e, the latter determining the

Debye-Waller factors of the various Bragg reflections.

We show at the bottom of Figure 4 the location of the first

few stars of reciprocal lattice vectors in the W a d - t y p e structure,

having placed the (111) star in correspondence with the main

peak in 3 Q Q ( k ) . The (200), (220) and (222) stars are then seen

to underlie the broad peak in S,_.(k). In fact, the even Bragg

reflections from the crystal are weighted by the average form

factor of the two ionic species, aa is Sj™(k) in the diffraction

pattern of the liquid: they describe the a.c. lattice to which

the NaCl-type structure reduces if the difference between the

two species were removed. The odd Bragg reflections, on the other

hand, are weighted by the difference of form factors, as is S ( k ) .

Having thus established a connection between liquid structure

and periodic crystalline densities, an extension of the density

wave theory of freezing developed by Hnmakrishnan and Yussouff

(1977, 1979) for monatomic liquids allows a treatment of the

phase transition on the basis of the observed liquid structure

near freezing (March and Tosi 1981a, D'Aguanno et al 1983 ) . The

density profiles (2.38) would have to be generated by periodic

external potentials VH (r) in a thermodynamic state in which the

liquid is stable. The free energy of such a modulated liquid is

a functional of the density profiles, for which equilibrium

equations can be derived either from the variational principle

or from invariance under rigid translation. The modulating potentials

vanish aa liquid-solid coexiatence ia approached. An ejcplicit

form of the equilibrium equations in terms of liquid structure

op



at liquid-solid coexistence ia finally obtained by a functional

expansion around the homogeneous liquid phase, truncated at the

level of pair correlations (Lovett et al 1976, Haymet and Oxtoby

1981, March and Toai 1981b).

fiie explicit form of the approximate equilibrium equations

at coexistence is

- -fjdr' c^(p-r1)[nf(r') - Jn] , (2.39)
allowing after Fourier analysis the evaluation of the order

parameters from the direct correlation functions ê  (k) of the

liquid near freezing. ?rom the observed fact that S (k)-S (k)

in molten NaCl we infer at once that (n** 1 =i|n~ |, i.e. we expect

comparable amounts of disorder on the two sublattices in the hot

crystal, this being consistent with the fact that the equilibrium

point defects in the crystal are of Schottky type. Setting

therefore

n*1 exp(iff.h) (2.40)

where h is the vector joining the two ions in the unit cell, the

theory i» conveniently formulated in terms of density waves Il(r)

and charge density waves Q(r) constructed from eqn (2.38) by

means of eqns (2.26) and (2.30). The liquid structure enters the

theory through the direct correlation functions c\,-,(k) = 1 - l/s.m(
Hfl UN

and C Q Q ( J O • 1 - l / S Q Q ( k ) . The coexistence curve is determined
by the condition of mechanical equilibrium, i.e. A & = 0 for the

difference in grand potentials of the two phases, which yields

-[i-cNN(o)](i+ Jf) + a Z [ om{d) cos
2 (io.h) +

itm $QQ(G)sin
2(!o.h)]|ri£T « 0 . (2;U)

The quantity l-c_,(o) is in essence the inverse compressibility

of the liquid (see eqn (2.36) )•

Numerical calculations for NaCl and RbCl on the basis of the

observed liquid structure indicate that the dominant order para-

meters are indeed the Fourier components of the crystal density

at the (111) star and the volume change *l . A free energy gain

in freezing is associated with the volume contraction, as needed

to balance the free energy loss involved in the spontaneous

modulation of the particle densities across the phase transition.

However, the order parameters at the stars underlying the broad

peak in S ( m ( k ) , as well as nonlinear effects in the volume change,

are also quantitatively relevant (D'Aguanno et, al 1983).

A full evaluation of the phase transition for molten alkali

halides, including a determination of the melting curve by the

approach described above, has not yet been carried out. It would

clearly require an accurate theory of liquid structure as a function

of the thermodynamic state. Higher-order correlation functions

in the liquid, which were dropped from eqns (2.39) and (2.41),

would also need investigation. We turn next to simulation models

and statistical mechanical theories of liquid structure for alkali

halides.

2.4 Structure and binding from interionic force models

The usefulness of computer simulation work in the present

context lies on the one hand in confronting phenomenological models

of the interionic forces with the observed liquid structure and

measured thermodynamic properties, and on the other in providing

accurate data against which statistical mechanical theories can

be tested. A combination of accurate theory and accurate exper-

imental data may allow progress to be made in the assessment of

Interionic forces and their role in various structural features

of the licruid.
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2.4.1 Background of interionlc force models. There ia little doubt

that a basic ionic model is applicable to molten alkali halidea.

Quantum-mechanical calculations justify its essential validity

not only for the crystalline phase of these systems taut alao for

their molecules over a large range of internuclear separation

around equilibrium. The crystal has been studied both by Hartree-

Pock methods (LOwdin 1956, Patterson et al 1967i Aikala and

Mansikka 1971, Mansikka and Mikkola 1974) and by Kohn-Sham density

functional methods (Williams et al 1979, Andreoni et al, 1982,

BObel et al 1983t Froyen and Cohen 1984). For the molecule we

refer to the detailed configuration-interaction study of Li? by

Eahn et al (1974), which examines the ionic ground state of the

molecule near equilibrium as well as the croBS-over to the atomic

ground atate at large internuclear separation.

A primary source of information on interionic forces is the

binding energy of the crystal in a given structure as a function

of the lattice parameter, the ions being in an ideal frozen atate

at their lattice sites ('static crystal'). As discussed in detail
w

by Ltfdin (1956), the theory of binding in these large-gap materials

is conveniently developed starting from Hartree-Focfc free-ion

wave functions. Orthogonalization of overlapping parallel-spin

orbitals centred at neighbouring lattice sites results in repulsive

contributions which increase rapidly, in an approximately exponential

manner, with decreasing lattice spacing. The overlap energy is

configuration dependent, i.e. involves also many-body contributions

which depend on the relative distances of three or more ions and

lead to deviations from the Cauchy relation c12
c.. for the

elastic constants. Detailed calculations show that these effects

tend to disappear when the sizes of the two ionic species are

about the same.

In the density functional approach one deals directly with

the electronic density in the crystal, solving selfconsistently

a single-electron SchrOdinger equation with an effective potential

determined by the electronic density. Good results have been

reported for the binding energy of crystalline NaCl as a function

of the lattice spacing and for its phase transition to the CsCl-type

structure under pressure (Proyen and Cohen 1984). The intensities

of the odd-indexed Bragg reflections in salts of iaoelectronic

ions are a very sensitive test of the electronic density of the

iona in the crystal relative to the free-ion state. BObel et al

(1963, and in the course of publication) have demonstrated a

differential deformation, which may be described as a relative

contraction of the anion and a relative expansion of the cation

in the crystal,on the basis of detailed comparisons between theory

and experiments of X-ray and if-ray diffraction.

Deformations of ions in the crystal can result both from

orthogonalization and from Madelung crystal-field effects. Gygi

£i al (1984) have drawn attention to the role of orthogonalization

by a comparison between the electronic density constructed by

LBwdin's method in NaCl and the result of a density-functional

calculation by Andreoni ejt al (1982). They also stress the role

of ionic deformations in determining the rapid variation of the

various contributions to the total energy with lattice spacing,

this variation being much weaker when the electronic density in

the crystal is replaced by the simple superposition of free-ion

densities. Conversely, Baroni and Baldereschi (1985) have shown

that absurdly strong repulsions would arise in a first-principles

calculation if overlap orthogonality were replaced by the much

stronger condition of volume exclusion.

In the phenomenological models of cohesion stemming from

the early work of Bom (see e.g. Bom and Huang 1954) the overlap

repulsive energy is represented as the aim of two-body interionic

terms having the fora

-27-
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whore r ia the distance between the two iona and p are empirical

parameters of the order of one tenth of the near-neighbour distance.

The parameters r and r , with the meaning of ionic radii in a

given crystal structure, reflect in their relative magnitude the

relative sizes of the ions in the crystal rather than in the free

state (Fund, and Tosi 1964). The first-principles calculations

clearly show that the parameters in eqn (2.42) depend to some

extent on the many-ions configuration.

The overlap repulsive terms are usually supplemented with

van der Waala interionic-correlation terms. The phenomenological

interaction potential between two ions at distance r then reads

> - ZZeZ/r + qSSr(r) (2.43)

where the short-range contribution is written as

$"(r) - <|"P(r) - C.̂ /r6 - D^r 8 ... , (2.44)

on the assumption that the energy of interionic correlation in

the crystal may be represented by the asymptotic inverse-power

expansion for the dispersion energy. The early estimates of van

der Waala coefficients from optical absorption spectra by Mayer

(1933) are still useful, though questions have been raised as to

the role of local field corrections in the analysis of optical

spectra (Lynch 1967) and quenching of the dispersion energy formula

at short distances (Cohen and Pack 1974). A review of the empirical

evaluation of interionic potentials from cohesive properties has

been given by Tosi (1964) and more recent efforts have been

discussed by Eggenhoffner js£ al (1978).

Small deviations from the static crystal configuration are

explored in studies of phonon dispersion curves, special cases

being the analysis of elastic constants and of the static dielectric

constant. Deformations of the electronic density are ascribed in

a dipolar approximation to the induction of electronic dipoles

on the iona by internal electric fields and to changes in the

-28-

overlap of neighbouring ions. A set of 'ions-in-cryatal* polari-

zabilities was first determined by Tessman et al (1953) from an

analysis of the refractive index. The induced electronic dipoles

are treated phenomenologically by the shell model, viewing each

ion as composed of an inner core and an outer shell elastically

coupled to the core (Dick and Overhauaer 1958, Cochran 1971).

Isotropic deformations of the shells are also allowed in the

so-called breathing shell model (SchrBder-1966, Basu £t al 1974,

Ghosh vt Si 1975). Basic work in this area has included analyses

of the shell model from the electronic dielectric matrix of ionic

insulators (Sinha 1969, Pick 1971) and the calculation of phonon

frequencies by the density-functional method (Froyen and Cohen

1984). An interesting viewpoint on lattice dynamics in the family

of alkali halides has been taken by Poldy and Witten (I98I) and

Poldy and Segall (1982) using concepts of 'extended symmetry'

and 'mirror synanetry'.

Strongly nonlinear deformations of the ions are met in

describing the potential energy curve for alkali halide molecules

near equilibrium (Kahn et al 1974). An ionic model of these

molecules was developed by Hittner (1951) and later supplemented

by the inclusion of overlap deformability (Tosi and Doyana 1967,

Brumer and Karplus 1973, Brumer 1974). Extensions to dimers and

trimers have also been examined (Welch jat al 1976, Brumer and

Earplus 1976). Bore basic work on these few—ion systems is being

stimulated by recent developments in the production and character-

ization of small ionic clusters (see e.g. Sattler 1983, Martin 1984).

2.4.2 Computer simulation of thermodrnamlc properties and local

liquid structure. While phenomenological models of cohesion and

lattice vibrations in alkali halide crystals are being overtaken

by first principles calculations, they have so far provided the

only basis for work on the melt. We denote for convenience as a

•rigid-ion* (M) model the use of interionic potentials of the

type (2.44) with configuration-independent parameters, whereas



the inclusion of dipolar deformations by some variant of the shell

model may be called a *polarizable—ion* (FI) model. It ia clear

from the foregoing discussion that only a partial account of

many-body effects is being taken even in PI models, A procedure

for the construction of interionic potentials for simulation

work in a PI model has been discussed in detail by Songster and

Mxon (1976), to whom reference can also be made for a discussion

of simulation techniques and references to simulation work.

Sggenboffner $t al (1982) have critically examined various models

of interionic potentials constructed by combining the Born model

for cohesion with the shell model for ionic defonnability.

A general feature of simulation results on molten alkali

halides near freezing is that the presently available evidence

on thermodynamic properties and local structure is described

fairly well by a HI model. Presently available Pi-model results

do not show clear trends in removing all the residual discrepancies.

Vora discriminating evidence on interionic force models in these

melts should come from diffraction data in the small-angle

scattering region and from thermodynamic data over wide ranges

of temperature and pressure. We focus the discussion below on

alkali chlorides and especially on NaCl.

Lantelme e_t al (1974), using for NaCl a HI model with potential

parameters taken from the work of Tosi and Tumi (1964), showed

that the internal energy of the melt at the observed density

agrees with experiment within the limits of experimental accuracy

(a fraction of 1%), while the heat capacity is slightly overestim-

ated but well described in its temperature dependence. Adams

and McDonald (1974, 1975)• working on the same model at fixed

pressure rather than at fixed density, reported again good results

for the internal energy but an overestimate of the specific

volume by several percent (see table 2). This implies that the

model at the observed atmospheric-pressure density oust be kept

under a pressure of 1*2 kbar (cf Table 3 below).

_ Su-

next to sinulation results on liquid structure, we

have already seen in Table 1 that the peak positions in g (r) as

obtained in HI and PI models are quite similar and in reasonable

agreement with experiment. The thermodynamic states of the model

liquids in that Table are slightly different from those in the

diffraction experiments, but these differences should not affect

the present discussion! Figure 5 shows a detailed comparison for

molten Had between HI results by Lewis et al (1976), based on

potential parameters from Tosi and Pumi, and the g (r) reported

by Biggin and Biderby (1982). (The figure includes also theoretical

results to be presented in section 2.4.3). The agreement between

the HI model and the data is quite satisfactory for both g (r)

and g (r). Quantitative discrepancies are visible instead in the

shape of the first neighbour shell in g ( r ) , which from the

diffraction data peaks at somewhat larger interionic separation

(see also Table 1) and is somewhat broader and more stable against

ionic exchange with the surrounding liquid. This higher stability

of the first neighbour shell in the real molten salt suggests that

additional restoring forces may be operative between cations and

onions in the region of interionic distances between 3 and 4 A,

of a magnitude much larger than Bayer's van der Waala attractive

interactions in the same region.

The available results by a PI model for ĝ  (r) In NaCl and

HbCl show only rather minor changes in g(*") relative to the

HI results (Dixon and Sangster 1976 and 1977, Dixon and Gillan

1981). Though the peak position is shifted closer to experiment

(see Table l), the higher stability of the outlying parts of the

first neighbour shell is not accounted for in either of these

systems^ On the other hand, some differences in shape between

g (r) and g (r) arise in the PI model of NaCl, where aizes and

polarizabilitiea of the two ionic species are appreciably ,. •••..

different. As we stressed in section 2.1, from the reanalysis

of the neutron data on this system given by Biggin and Enderby

these two functions are identical within the accuracy of the



measurements. It thug appears that, while the predictions on

local liouid structure from simple models constructed from

crystalline cohesive and vibrational properties are already

quite close to reality for alkali halides, further refinements

should be sought in interionie forces at distances larger than

the equilibrium interionie spacing in the crystal.

In concluding this section, we briefly refer to the Interesting

simulation work ab far presented on structure and transport in

liquid mixtures of alkali halides (Larsen e_t al 1973s (tfa,Jt)Cl;

Lantelme and Turq 1979: (Li,K)Br; Caccamo and Dixon 1980 and

Lantelrae and ftirq 1982: (Li,K)Cl) and to calculations of their

entropy of mixing by Adams and McDonald (1977). In particular,

strong correlations of the small Ll+ ion with the other ionic

species and a significant decrease of its mobility with increasing

K concentration are reported. Studies of thennodynamie properties

of these and other molten salt mixtures have been discussed

recently by Gaune-E3Card (1983).

2^4.3 Theory of liquid structure and binding from pair potentials^

The hypernetted chain approximation (HNC) is commonly regarded

as a reasonable starting point for a theory of structure in fluids

with long range forces. In particular, it not only embodies the

correct asymptotic behaviour (2.7) but also ensures positive

definiteness for g (r). In the case of a fluid of charged hard

spheres at molten salt densities, the improved accuracy for liquid

structure in the HNC over the USA may not fully compensate for

the drawback of having purely numerical rather than analytic

results. However, the HNC becomes indispensable to deal with 'real1

interionic force models.

A diagrammatic analysis of the pair correlation functions

in a multicomponent fluid with pair potentials $ (r) leads to

the expression

(2.45)

(Morita and Hiroike I960, Meeron I960), where the functions h (r)
r

and c^(r) have already been introduced in eqns (2.4) and (2,5).

The HNC sets b (r) = 0. Equations (2.45) can then be solved

numerically in conjunction with eqns (2.4) and (2.5) to evaluate

the liquid structure and hence therraodynamic properties from

given pair potentials. Very efficient numerical methods have

been developed for this purpose by Gillan (1979) and Abernethy

and Gillan (1980), and results for molten salts have been reported

by Abernethy et al (1981). With regard to therraodynamic properties,

while the HNC embodies internal consistency between virial and

free-energy pressure (Morita I960), it contains a large internal

inconsistency with the fluctuation-theory formula for the isothermal

compressibility - typically, an error by a factor 3 in K_ from

eqn (2.36)*

The functions b (r) in eqn (2^45), which are set to zero in

the HNC, arise from the so-called bridge diagrams, involving

clusters of four or more particles. The leading 4-point bridge

diagram, with value

Q , (2.46)-i

is shown in Figure 6. Iyetomi and Ichimaru (1982) started from

this diagram to develop an empirical evaluation of b(r) in classical

jellium, whereas Rosenfeld and Ashcroft (1979)* working on both

nonatomic fluids and classical jellium, proposed using the bridge

function for hard spheres in the Fercus-Yevick approximation

in order to correct for the erroneous 'softness* of the HNC in

the approach to the ereluded-volume region in g(r). In either

approach a free parameter is available to force consistency

between structure and thennodynamic properties.

In a molten salt, corrections to the HNC are needed to handle,

(a) excluded volume from short-range overlap repulsions in g (r),
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(b) relative order of the two components, i.e. excluded volumes

from Coulombic repulsions in g (r) and g (r), and (c) detailed

shapes of g++(r) and g (r) beyond their main peak, such large-r

behaviours being contained to leading order in the 4-point

diagrams. Points (b) and (c) have been handled in the work of

Ballone £t al (1984a, b) by uaing a cross-over from Percus-Yevick

bridge functions for non-additive hard spheres to the 4-point .

bridge functions (2.46), non-additivity in hard sphere diameters

being specifically related to the different physical origin of

excluded volumes for pairs of like and unlike iona. The results

for g^(r) are in excellent agreement with simulation result3, as

is illustrated for molten NaCl in Figure 5.

The above modified KNC (BHNC) theory of molten salt structure

contains a disposable parameter, which, is fixed by imposing

internal consistency between the virial compressibility and the

fluctuation-theory formula (2.36). A comparison of results for

thermodynamic properties with HHC results and with simulation

data for alkali chlorides near freezing Is shown in Table 3. The

actual values of the compressibility are sensitive to the inclusion

of the density dependence of the bridge functions (Malescio et al

1985)i a comparison of Tosi-Pumi potentials results with experiment

is shown in Table 4.

Figure 7 compares the theoretical results for the partial

structure factors of molten lfeCl with experiment (oee alao Figure

4 for the Bhatia-Tho niton structure factors). Evidently, the

discrepancies between models and experiment that we have discussed

in section 3.4.2 for the first neighbour shell (Figure 5) are

directly reflected in the main peak in S (k) (Figure 7) and of

S^flc) (Figure 4) in the region between 2 and 3C5 i"1. These

inaccuracies of the model also laad to distortions in the calculated

X-ray diffraction pattern relative to the data of Ohno and Furukawa

(1981). Further analysis of the data has been attempted by

Malescio et al (1985).

Interest on molten salts in tteermodynamic states at very

high temperature and pressure has been stimulated recently by

shoolc wave studies of Csl, with melting observed at 0^25 Mbar

and 3500 E (Radousky at al 1985j for earlier work on other alkali

halides see Korraer 1968). The results suggest that in the liquid

along the freezing line there is a gradual pressure-induced change

from an open NaCl-like structure to a closer packed structure,

aa short range interactions become progressively more important

relative to Coulombic interactions with increasing pressure.

Figure 8 illustrates these structural changes from HHC calculations

of Ross and Rogers (1985) on a model of Csl. In the high-temperature,

high-density state in Figure 8 one finds that gujjd") in the molten

salt has become very similar to g(r) for a xenon-like model.

2.5 Structure of other molten salts

Besides the alkali halides, a number of other materials are

conventionally regarded as 'mainly ionic* in the solid state.

For some of these, measurements of thermodynamic and transport

properties ahow that a state of strong disorder is created in the

crystalline phase well before melting is reached. Well known

examples are silver iodide and fluorite-type materials such aa

CaP or 3irCl ,which typify two clanaea of fmst-ion conductors in

the solid state at high temperature (3ee e.g. Chandra 1981). Otter

materials such as AgBr or CuCl attain rather large values of the

ionic conductivity before melting occurs. The relationship between

liquid structure near freezing and disordered hot-aolid state,

that we have already discussed for alkali halidea in section 2.3«3»

acquires special interest in auch materials with 3trong premelting

phenomena. Similarly, among the MX halides there are special

reasons for interest in liquid structure for BeF and ZnCl_
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which combine low ionic conductivity and high viacosity in the

liquid phase with the capacity to form an ionic glass tinder

normal laboratory procedures (see e.g. Wong and Angell 1976).

Valence saturation in condensed phases of compounds from

elements with different electronegativity can also occur through

the formation of molecular units! An example is HgCl , which has

a molecular-type crystal structure and melta into, a molecular -

liquid with a weak degree of ionization sensitive to temperature

and pressure (Cleaver and Zani 1983). A remarkable behaviour is

that of A1C1,, which melts from an 'ionic1 layer-typs structure

into an essentially molecular liquid of Al^Clg. units, the ionic

conductivity of the melt being very low but very sensitive to

the addition of alkali halide solutes (se e.g! Dbbelohde 1978)1

As an instance of potential physical interest we may also mention

here alkali hyperoxides such as K L , which melts front a HaCl-type .

structure with O~ molecular ions playing the role of anions (see

• '. gl KBnzig and Labhart 1976)1

2l$'tl Halide a of copper and silver! The monovalent Cu* and Ag+

ions, with an outer eubshell of ten d electrons, have small ionic

radius and large electronic polarlsability in comparison with the

corresponding alkali ions (K+ and Hb+, respectively). These factors

favour low coordination and some covalent contribution to the

binding, especially when the anionic partner has large radius and

polarizability. Indeed CuCl, CuBr, Cul and Agl crystallize in

fourfold coordinated (Zincblende or Wurtzite) structures at low

temperature!.The combination of fourfold coordination with monovalent

character favours in turn high mobility of the cations (Armstrong

et al 1973a, b), the essence of the argument being that the

•ations can easily diffuse through such an open structure while

•till experiencing only moderate mutual Coulomb repulsions!

The ionic conductivity of CuBr and Cul increases rapidly

with temperature in the low-temperature Zincblende-type phase,

reaching already valu«s of the order of 0.1&~ cm" before attaining,

through two structural phase transitions, superionic behaviour

in the high-temperature oi phase (b.c.c. lattice of Br~ ions and

f.c.c. lattice of I~ iona, respectively). CuCl has no « phase,

but its ionic conductivity is comparable to that of the other

cuprous halides in the low-temperature (Zlncblende-type) phase m d in

the high-temperature (h.o.p. lattice of Cl~ ions) phase*

Sbutron diffraction studies of molten CuCl (Page and Mika

1971, ELsenberg at al 1982) show absence of marked structure in

the Cu-Cu correlations and a deep penetration of Cu iona into

the first coordination shell of a Cu* ions (see Figure 9). The

state of short range order in the chlorine component, on the

other hand, is similar to that found in molten alkali chlorides

(cf Figure 2). The first-neighbour coordination number in the

liquid is reported as Jir0.7. If one tries to adjust a charged-

hard-sphere model to these data, one finds that a radius ratio

C /<j- of the order of 0.3+0.4 is needed, this is definitely

lower than suggested by tables of ionic radii1 although molten

CuCl, from conductivity data and HUB studies of relaxation times,

is still to be classified as mainly ionic (Boyce and Kikkelsen

1977)t the electronic structure of the ions is clearly playing

a major role. At any rate, the arguments of section t'.3~.i suggest

a precise correlation between the observed liquid structure and

the cationic disorder in the hot solid.

AgCl and AgBr crystallize in the Had-type structure up to

melting, but show strong premelting phenomena: in particular,

their ionic conductivity rises before melting to values of order

Oil and OiSSL^om"1, not far from typical values for molten salts.

This corresponds to concentrations of Ag* frenkel defects of the

order of a few percent! A neutron diffraction study of molten

AgCl at two temperatures has been reported by tterrien and Dupuy

(I976)i the data indicate a strong reduction of the first neighbour

distance and of the coordination number, the latter being estimated
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•a £ 3 at 510«C and t\i at 85O°C. The Eaman spectra of molten

Agd and AgBr, which are mainly due to second-order scattering

from short-wavelength vibrations, show similar features to that

of Agl in ita ouperionic at phase (Delaney and Ushioda 1977)*

Detailed structural studies are available for Agl both in

ita low-temperature (Wurtzite-type) phase and in the high-temperature

ot phase, but not in the liquid phase. The £ ••<* structural phase

transition at 147'C, which ia accompanied by a jump in Ionic

conductivity by a factor of order 10 to -values of order lQT cm ,

has been associated to a mixed ionic-covalent "bonding, in particular

to extremely weak bond-bending forces which are responsible for

soft bending modes {Phillips 1976). the « phase has an open

structure (b!c!c! lattice of I~ ions) where the Ag ions are

disordered over many sites. Information is available on the

distribution of Ag+ tons in the lattice from neutron diffraction

(Cava et al 1977), on Ag-I correlations from EXA7S (Boyce and

Bhberaan 1979) and on partial structure factors from anomalous

X-ray scattering (Tsuchiya _et al 1979). We shall discuss the ionic

dynamics in the liquid and solid phases of this material in

section 4.

*l5.2 Divalent metal-ion halidest structural classifications. Partial

structure factors have been determined by neutron diffraction for

a number of 2:1 compounds in the liquid state, namely Bad.

(Bdwards et al 1978), ZnCl (Biggin and Enderby 1981a), ChCl?

(Biggin and Enderby 1981b), 3rCl2 (BcGreevy and Mitchell 198»J

and >gCl« (Biggin et al 1984)1 The latter authors report also a

partial analysis of liquid structure for Knd ! Table 5 reports

from these experiments and from work of Biggin and Enderby (1982)

data on the main features of gi?) in these systems! An examination

of these data and of the shapes of the measured structural func-

tions shows that SrCl and B a d , crystallizing in the fluorite

structure at high temperature, are structurally isomorphoua in

the liquid and very different from the others! Some simllarltin
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in local liquid structure are also evident for ZnCl , KgCl and

dassifications of crystalline structures and of molecular

shapes for s-p bonded (non-transition) ABj compounds have been

given on the basis of ab initio electronic parameters of the atomic

constituents (Burdett at al 1981, Andreoni 1985, Andreoni et al

1985). These are s and p orbital (pseudopotential or nodal) '

radii, which measure the size of core cxthogonalization holea for

valence electrons in each angular momentum stats! Such atomic

parameters, though often correlating with ionic radii, reflect

more basic and detailed information on the valence electron states

of the constituent elements and hence on bonding properties.

Let us consider the classification scheme for s-p bonded,

double-octet (16 valence electrons) AM compounds, based on the

orbital nodal radii ̂ ( U o , 1) for each element B. Elemental

coordinates y£ . J(j£ + 3M[) a n d i ^ . J(3>f-J|J) are constructed
from these, and hence compound coordinates 1T«c y — y and

a A.
1 * XA + XB? T t e elemental coordinate yg measures the average

size of the inner core seen by the valence electrons; increasingly

negative values of T broadly correspond to increasing ionicity

of the bond,while X is an inverse measure of bond directionality

(Phillips 1977)! The various AB- compounds distribute themselves

in the (X,T) plane so that structurally isomorphous materials

lie together in closed regions of this plane (Andreoni 1985, Bee

Figure 10). The situation is even simpler for the double-octet

AH2 molecules: bond ionicity (i.e. the coordinate T) suffices

to discriminate between linear and bent molecular shapes and for

the latter increasing ionicity corresponds to smaller values of

the molecular apex angle, just as in the crystal it corresponds

to higher coordination (Andreoni et. al 1985).

According to the above classification scheme, the order in

which the five s-p bonded liquids in Table 5 are listed corresponds

to increasing ionicity from top to bottom! These five liquids can
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in fact be distinguished from Figure 10 into three groups: low

ionicity {ZnCl2 and MgClg).intermediate ionicity (CaClj) and high

ionicity (SrCl2 and BaClj). Only for the two latter systems ia a

bent molecular shape the stable one (Wharton e_t al 1963, Btlchler

et al 1964a, b).

It is also interesting to note that low ionicity favours the

formation of complex ions in the melt upon addition of alkali..

halides, aa diaeuased for mixtures of alkaline-earth and alkali

chlorides by Sakai et al, (1984) from Raman spectroacopy data.

The added alkali chloride acts in such cases as a chlorine donor

to 'break' the liquid structure in favour of the formation of

chlorocomplexes.

2.5.3 Liquid structure, freezing and auperlonic transition of

strontium chloride. Crystalline SrCl2 ia representative of fluorite-

type materials which have intrinsic point defects of anionie

Frenkel type and undergo a diffuse transition to a high-conductivity

('superionic') state before melting. The conductivity and the

entropy increase rapidly but continuously with temperature across

the transition, whereas the heat capacity shows a peak, used to

define the transition temperature T . A high dynamic concentration
c

of anionie defects ia gradually created across the transition,

as revealed by diffraction and quasi-elastic neutron scattering

studies on PbP and SrCl. (see e.g. HUtchings et al 1984). BaC3_,

on the other hand, has a structural phase transition to the

fluorite structure, in which it is a fast-ion conductor. Entropies

of melting are 'anomalously' low in all these aystema, as if

the anionie component had already'melted* in the solid (O'Keeffe

and Hyde 1976, Tallon 1982).

As illustrated for molten SrCl, in figure 11, the partial

structure factors show a goo£ degree of short range order for

the metal ions, though their separation ia as large as 5 A (ef

Table 5), but a noticeably poorer one for the chlorines. These

features immediately suggest a connection with the superionic

~kO- ... . _

Btate in the hot solid, as we shall discuss in some detail prea-entlyi

A detailed simulation study of molten 3rd- has been carried

out by de Leeuw (1978a, b) with RI pair potentials derived by

Basing (1970) from an analysis of crystal data. The agreement

with measured thermodynamic properties of the liquid near freezing

ia of comparable quality to that already discussed for alkali

chlorides in section 2.4.2 (see Table 6"). Yet, the structural"

functions from the simulation work show a significant level of

quantitative disagreement with the neutron data, as ia seen in

Figure H i This figure also shows that the modified HNC theory,

that we presented and discussed for molten alkali halides in

section 2.4.3, works as well for de Leeuw'a model of molten 3rd

(Pastore e£ al 1985} see also Table S). Focussing on the cation-

cation structure factor and pair correlation function, where the

discrepancies between model and experiment are most prominent,

Pastore et al have suggested a relevant role of many-body distortions

of the electronic shells of the ions. They show, in particular,

that a simple classical jellium model accounts for de Leeuw's

data on these structural functions, as well as for the neutron

data after screening the cation-cation Coulomb repulsion by the

electronic dielectric constant of the material.

The connection between observed liquid structure and hot-solid

properties for SrClg and BaClg has been made explicit through the

use of the density wave theory of freezing presented in section

2^3.3 (D'Aguanno et al 1983, Rovere and Tosi 1985). Returning to

Figure 11 for SrCl_, the great dissimilarity between S (k) and

3 (k) indicates that the appropriate microscopic order parameters

for the freezing transition are the Fourier components n_ of th»

singlet densities of cations and anions in eqn (2.38), rather

than the IT-Q order parameters used for alkali halides. Another

point of difference is that the volume change in freezing of

SrClg is relatively small (AV/V = 4^2^). The relation between

liquid structure and reciprocal vectors of the lattice structure



is shown in Figure 11J bearing alao in mind that the intensity

of the (111) Bragg reflections ia determined solely by the cations,

we hare located the (ill) atar in correspondence with the main

peak in S (k) and find that the (200) star lies near the main

peak in 8 (k). Application of the density wave theory with these

aets of order parameters shows that the anionic ones are only a

fraction of the dominant cationic order parameter associated with

the (ill) star. Indeed, similar numerical results are obtained

by treating the phase transition as if the cationic component

were independently freezing and at the same time modulating the

anionic singlet density via a linear coupling. A picture thua

emerges of the anionic component in solid SrCl_ near melting as

a 'lattice liquid* with a density profile which ia periodically

modulated by the sublattice of metal ions. Similar results are

found for the freezing of

The superionic-to-normal transition with cooling in

solid SrCl— can next be viewed as a process of continuous freezing

of the modulated anionic component in the field of the metal-ion

sublattice. The main order parameter of this process is the (860)

Courier component of the anionic density, which increases continuously

with decreasing temperature from its finite value at the melting

point. Saturation must take place in this growth at low temperature,

thus yielding an 3~shaped curve for the anionic entropy and a

peak in the heat capacity. By postulating a linear increase

of the peak value of S (k) with decreasing temperature, the

evaluation of the continuous 'freezing1 transition yields results

in semiquantitative agreement with the observed behaviours of

thermodynamie properties and of Bragg diffraction intensities

across the superionic transition (Rovere and Tosi 1985K

2. 5^4 Other divalent metal-ion chlorides. Molten ZnCl, has sub-

stantially different properties from the 2:1 melta that we have

just discussed: in particular, its freezing point is relatively

very low (T = 318°C) and the melt can be supercooled into a
m

glassy state, with a glasg transition temperature T sf 115°C.

Compared with the structure factor data for SrCl- in Figure 11,

the neutron diffraction data of Biggin and Siderby (1981a) for

molten ZnCl_ near freezing show that the chlorine-chlorine ia

now the •dominant* structure factor.

Figure 12 reports from the work of Biggin and Enderby the

partial pair distribution functions in thio liquid. These show,

first of all, almost no penetration of like ions in the first

neighbour shell and very little exchange of ions between this

shell and the surrounding liquid^ A very well defined local

structure exists in the form of an arrangement of chlorines

providing tetrahedral sites for zinc, with a ratio r(rLCji/
r
Zn(n.

~l'.82* 0^04 which ia very close to the value (S/3^1 * li-63

as for a perfect tetrahedral coordination. Such a local structural

arrangement around the metal ion is not significantly altered

in the glassy state, as examined both by EKA7S (Wong and Lytle

1980) and by neutron diffraction (Desa et al 1982). Prom the

neutron data, the Zn-Cl distance is practically the same in the

two states and the average number of chlorines coordinated with

sine is obtained as 3.8 in the glass against 4.3t 0.3 in the

melti The EXAFS results on both molten and glassy ZnCl? yield

somewhat larger values for the Zn-Cl distance and coordination

than reported from the neutron experiments, but again confirm

the close similarity of local structure in the two states.

Computer simulation of molten. ZnCl, with RI interactions

involving suitably chosen ionic radii reproduce the local

tetrahedral arrangement around the metal ion (Woodcock et al

1976). However, in a simple ionic model for an MX^ liquid, the

strong asymmetry between cation-cation and anion-anion Coulomb

repulsions will tend to yield r ^ appreciably larger than r_

(cf the data for SrClg and BaClg in table 5). In contrast, the

data in Figure 12 show approximate equality of the Zn-Zn and

Cl-Cl distances, and hence approximate equality of the



Zn-Cl^Zn and Cl-Zn-Cl angles in triplet3 of neighbouring ions! "

An appropriate picture of the liquid structure appears to be

that discueaed in detail by Desa et al (198?) for glassy ZnCLi

they propose a distorted random olose packing of chlorine ions

with a Cl-Cl coordination number in the range 8̂ -10 (Biggin and

aiderby report n ^ ^ = 8.6±0^5 in the melt), with the Zn ions

occupying tetrahedral holes in such a way as to maximize corner

sharing of the resulting ZnCl,. tetrahedra at the expense of edge

or face sharing! This distribution of Zn ions maximizes their

distance within the chlorine network and hence is favoured by

Zn-Zn Coulomb repulsions.

The fairly rigid fourfold coordination in molten 2nd

supports well defined vibrational stretching modes, which are

detected in far infrared and Raman spectra (Angell et aL 1974,

Oaleener et al I98O, Aliotta et al 1981)! the totally symmetric

stretching node of the basic tetrahedral unit gives rise to a

broad polarised Raman band at 232 em"1 in the melt, while the

asymmetric stretch appears as a band at about 260 cm in the

far infrared spectrum. While the pure melt can be viewed as a

threedimensional 'network1 formed through chlorine bridging of

tetratodral units, the addition of excess chlorine through

solution of alkali halides is •network breaking* (Mayer et al

1966): the bridging Zn-Cl stretching modes are reduced while

bands related to isolated ZnCl ~ tetrahedra emerge. Similarly,

Raman spectroscopy on CdCl with an excess of alkali halide

indicates the formation of tetrahedral CdCl ~ complexes having

a lifetime which is longer than relaxation times associated with.1

diffusions^, motions (Clarke et al 1972).

is quite close to ZnCl_ on the scales of ionieity

and bond directionality discussed in section 2',3',S, though in

the crystalline state these two systems lie on opposite sides

of a line separating sixfold from fourfold coordination (see

Figure 10)I In a neutron diffraction study Biggin e£ a^ (1984)

have demonstrated structural similarities and differences of

detail between molten MgClg and ZnCl_ (cf Table 5). In particular,

the local structure around the metal ion is also basically

fourfold in MgCl , though distorted from an ideal tetrahedral

configuration, the measured ratio r ^ ^ / r ^ ^ being l!47±o!O3

against the ideal value (8/3) I Stronger similarities in liquH

structure exist between Mgd ? and MnCl., both crystallizing in

the layer-type CdCTU structure. A chlorine-network picture may

still be applicable to these liquids, though differing in detail

from that in ZnCl-. Finally, Cad, in Figure 10 lies in a region

of compound parameters which is intermediate between lfgCl. or

ZnCl, and SrCl. or BaCl^t its liquid structure (Biggin and Bnderby

1981 b) appears to be under several aspects intermediate, as is

apparent from the data reported in Sable 5.

2I5I5 Transition metal-ion impurities in molten alkali chlorides!

We have already referred in the preceding section to the formation

of chlorocomplexes in some alkaline-earth chlorides and in ZnCl

and CdCl- upon chlorination by addition of alkali chlorides. The

local structure around divalent and trivalent transition-metal

ions dissolved in molten alkali chlorides has been examined by

optical techniques (Cruen and HcBeth 1963, Gruen 1964). The

spectra reflect the local structure through the induced splitting

of the d-electron energy levels and are interpreted in terms of

formation of chlorocomplexes.

For several divalent ions (Nl2+, Cu2+, Cr*+, Fe2+, Co2+and

In *) tetrahedral-type coordination is the only one observed,

with an appreciable distortion from ideal tetrahedral symmetry

for the three former ions. Trivalent ions form sixfold coordinated

chlorocomplexes more readily: only octahedral-type coordination

is observed for Cr , whereas for ti , V and Tr+the spectroscopio

data show a gradual transition with increasing temperature from
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octahedral configuration to coexistence of octahedral and distorted

tetrahedral complexes.

The octahedral configuration is favoured by 'crystal field1

interactions for all these tran3ition-raetal ions with the exception

of Mn , whose ground state is not split in a crystal field.

Electrostatic interactions and entropy terms appear to be

stabilizing the tetrahedral configuration (Andreoni _et al 1982).

2.5.6 Aluminium chloride and it3 mixtures with alkali chlorides.

Aid, crystallizes in a layer structure with intralayer bonding

which is at least partly ionic, since each Al shares three pairs

of chlorines with three Al neighbours. Melting occurs near 200°C

with an enormous relative volume change (AV/V = 83?S). The pure

melt has extremely low ionic conductivity and consists predominantly

of AljCMg units as demonstrated by X-ray studies (Harris jrt Q

1951). The intrinsic interest of the ionic-to-molecular transition

associated with melting in A1G1. has stimulated studies of its

vibrational properties in the solid phase on the approach to

melting (March and Tosi 198O, Aliotta et aO. I983). It is also

interesting to note that the compound AlBr, already haa a crystal

structure which can be viewed as composed of Al^Br, groups.

A variety of thermodynamic and spectroscopic data on melts

such as NaCl.AlCl, leads to view them as composed predominantly

of A1C1~ complexes in a sea of alkali counterions, with a possible

presence of higher complexes such as Al^ClT. Again chlorination

•breaks* the intrinsic liquid structure (molecular units in A1C1,,

against a three-dimensional tetrahedral network in ZnCl.) in

favour of tetrahedral complexes. Relevant simulation work in an

ionic model haa been reported by Saboungi et_ al (1984). They have

in particular illustrated the effect of changing the anion/cation

radius ratio, showing that the coordination of the M ion can

be changed from 4 to about 6 as this ratio decreases. A neutron

diffraction determination of partial structure factors and local

< structure in L1C1.A1C1 at 2OO°C has recently been completed

(Biggin 1985) privnte communication).

3. Liquid structure and electronic states

The foregoing discussion of structure for molten salts has

emphasized two general qualitative facts: (i) the connection

between structure of the pure liquid near freezing and that of

the hot solid, with particular regard to short-range charge

ordering and to liquid-state traces of the nature of native point

defects, and (ii) the wide mutual solubility of different molten

salts, accompanied by structural reconstructions as most evident

in the formation of complex ions. These two themes will also

underlie the discussion of electronic states in molten salts

and ionic liquids near freezing in this section.

We shall start by discussing connections of the fundamental

optical absorption and of the optical absorption associated to

aolvated electrons in molten alkali halidea with the transitions

to excitonic states and with the F-centre absorption spectra in

their solid phase. The relations between these spectra in the

two phases are already illustrated in Figure 13, that we shall

discuss presently. At variance from the solid, however, the

molten salt can dissolve metal over the whole range of concentration

up to the pure liquid metal. We shall accordingly proceed to

review the recent work on the physical properties of these

metal-molten salt solutions. This will lead us rather naturally

into certain types of liauid alloys, such as Cu-Au or Li-Pb,

which near simple stoichiometric compositions show structural

features reminiscent of molten-salt ordering and anomalous electrical

transport properties. The name 'ionic liquids' is often used to

embrace both molten salts and liruid alloys where charge transfer

occurs at least to some extent. The evolution of these alloys

towards metallic states away from stoichiometry parallels the

evolution of alkali-alkali halide solutions with composition.
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i.l fundamental optical absorption of molten alkali halides

Figure 13^a reports data of Mollwo (1945) on the energy at

which a given value of the ultraviolet absorption coefficient

is observed in potassium halides at various temperatures in the

•olid phase and just after melting. Following a continuous shift

to longer wavelengths with temperature in the solid, an energy

jump of about 0.7 eV is seen to occur across melting.

The fundamental optical absorption spectrum has bean measured

by Clark e£ al (1978, see also Wells 1975) for five molten alkali

halides (KI, KBr, KC1, NaCl and ffbCl), Data for molten lfeBr have

also been reported (Freyland et al 1984). It is found that the

absorption coefficient j»(tJ) at photon frequency ui in the long

wavelength tail of the spectrum is well described by the Urbach

Rule,

where Y aria ̂ o a r e parameters determined by fitting the data for

each salt (see Table 7). In particular, <J0 in eqn Oil) defines

the energy of an absorption maximum, that Clark o_t al associate

with the lowest lying exciton*. The implication is that in alkali

halide melts there is a fundamental absorption Which, though

much broader than in the crystalline phase, can be associated with

the production of excitonlc states similar to those giving the

fundamental absorption edge in the crystal. A strong dynamic

interaction between the exciton and its molten surrounding is

Indicated by the large shift in the values of y on melting in

The Urbach Rule was initially proposed on an empirical basis

from solid-state absorption data and has received derivations

by a host of authors from a wide variety of physical assumptions.

For a recent discussion with references to earlier work, see

Skettrup 198I.

Table 1, A discussion of the possible existence of excitonic

states in liquids was given by Rice and Jortner (1966) in

relation to experiments on liquid xenon.

HLlsch and Pohl (see Pohl 1938) noted long ago that the

energy of the first ultraviolet absorption maximum in an alkali

halide crystal is well approximated by the energy required to

transfer an electron from a halogen ion to a neighbouring alkali

ion. This electron-transfer model haa been refined for the solid

by Woodruff (1983) and appears to work after suitable extension

for the liquid as well (Senatore et al 1984). In a rigid point-ion

model, the evaluation of the electron transfer process involves

extraction of a negative ion (with expense of Coulomb energy

|u"_|) and of a neighbouring positive ion at distance d (with
1 2

energy expense |u_| - e /d), followed by electron transfer from

the negative to the positive ion (with energy gain equal to the

difference I - A between the ionization potential of the alkali

atom and the electron affinity of the halogen atom) and by

reinsertion of the two atoms in the system (with an energy

change which is assumed to be negligible). On account of electironic

polarisation after extraction of the negative ion and of finite

ionic sizes, Woodruff writes for a 3ystem KDC

CJa * fx|UG| + (gj,(Uc|- e
2/d)/£ + A - I (3.2)

where £ ia the electronic dielectric constant while f and g^

are ionic size factors, which turn out from solid state data to

be of order 0.9 and to be related to the ionic radii and to the

coordination number. Kore precisely,

(3.3)fx = 1 - ?<*/(! +?)

and

- 1 - tr/(l + (3U)
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with f = o- /o- and a- = 4/s « (<r + o- )/2s, o- and <r being th«

ionic diameters and s a scaling length which i3 proportional to

the coordination number. The same formulas yield good agreement

with the data of Clark et al on five molten alkali halidea {see

Table 7), when one uses the liquid-state values for the 'Mndelung

energy' U_. and for the ionic diameters (see section 2.2.2) and

one takes the coordination number as 4 in the liquid against 6

or 8 in the NaCl-type or CsCl-type solid (cf section 2.1.2).

3.2 Solvated electrons in molten alkali halides

Alkali halide crystals are coloured in the visible by

addition of minute quantities of alkali metal: the metal disso-

ciates into positive ions and electrons and the latter are

trapped at negative ion vacancies forming F centres (see e.g.

Fowler 1968), The optical absorption associated with P centres

was followed across melting in early work of Kollwo £1935). A

broad structureless band in the near infrared is observed in

the melt, with a peak energy E which is relatively more sensitive
m

to the species of the alkali ion (see also Young 1963, Rounsaville

and Lagowski 1968, Gruen ̂ t al̂  1969» Schnitt and Schindewolf

1977).

Figure 13. b, taken from work of Preyland e£ aJ. (1984) on

additively coloured KClf shows the absorption peak energy E^

plotted against the molar volume V to the (-2/3) power over a

range spanning the solid and the liquid phase. The relation

E o< V , suggested by the naive model of a spherical well trap
ID

for the electron and known a3 the Mollwo-Ivey law, works reasonably

well for the solid. Its extrapolation across the large discontinuous
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change of molar,volume in melting clearly allows a reasonable

estimate of Era just nbove freezing, though a different slope

obtains in the melt as is seen from Figure 13.b. The same relation

usefully correlates the values of E in different molten alkali
TO

halides at equivalent temperatures (Freyland e_t al 1984). Nachtrieb

(1975) has also been able to correlate the absorption band width

in the solid and in the liquid near freezing by plotting it

against the heat content in the system, taken as the integral

of the hep.t capacity supplemented for the liquid by the latent

heat of fusion.

The observed absorption spectrum shows great sensitivity to

the content of added metal in the liquid, reflecting aggregation

phenomena which seem to start at very low metal concentration

(less than 0.01 mol) and that we shall discuss in the next

section on metal-molten salt solutions. Special reference should

be made here to the optical absorption studies of Yuh and Nach-

trieb (see Yuh 1981) on molten C3C1 at various concentrations of

excess electrons in a high-dilution range, the electrons being

introduced in the melt either by electrolytic injection or by

addition of cesium metal or of alkaline-earth metals.

Though other experimental techniques have 3en3itivity limited

at very high dilution, information on the state of solvated

electrons in molten salts has been drawn also from electron

spin resonance and magnetic susceptibility measurements (Nicoloso

and Freyland 1983a, b) and from nuclear magnetic resonance

measurements (Sotier and Warren 1980). In particular, from their

ESR measurements Nicoloso and Freyland report values of the g

factor in several dilute liquid mixtures of alkali halides which

are quite close to those observed for F centre resonances in

corresponding crystals (see'Table 8). At the same time, the

observed resonances in the liquid are much narrower, suggesting

fast diffusional or exchange processes. Electronic residence
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times of the order of 10 aec have been estimated from measured

nuclear relaxation rates in liquid solutions and shown to be

consistent with transport measurements of electron mobility

(Warren and Sotier 1980). This may be a lower limit for the

lifetime of the electronic bound state in the ideal limit of

infinite dilution. Its order of magnitude ia comparable to that

of persistence of local structure (see section 2.1.2).

3.2.1 Electron localization and ground state properties of the

aolvated electron. The process of localisation of an added

electron in a model liquid of 150 K+ ions and 149 Cl~ ions has

been followed by a suitable molecular dynamics technique by

Parrinello and Rahman (1984). A discretized version of Feynman'a

path integral formulation of quantum statistical mechanics Is

used to map the quantum problem into a classical one. The electron

is thereby mapped onto a closed flexible polymer of points (or

'necklace')) whose spatial extent visualizes directly the spread

of the electron over the simulation box. Starting with a suitably

prepared system in which the electron necklace is dispersed and

allowing the necklace and the ions to evolve without constraints,

localization of the electron is seen to occur in a series of

simulation steps through a change of the electron necklace from

dispersed to compact. The process of necklace curling is assisted

by ionic motions and accompanied by a steady decrease in the

potential energy of the system.

The local structure around the trapped electron has also

been illustrated in this simulation work by calculations of the

electron-K+ pair distribution function g (r). Depending on the

depth of the electron-K+ pseudopotential well (taken to be of

the type proposed by Shaw, i.e. Coulombic outside a radius R

and constant inside), the electron can be more or less piled up

on the K+ coordinating ions. We show in Figure 14 a smoothed
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aketch of «eK(*0 for a well of intermediate strength, showing

that th" electron - K coordination in the model ia essentially

fourfold. A comparison with the results of a similar calculation

on the hot solid shows that the electronic distribution is

appreciably more sraeared in the latter, suggesting that relaxation

of neighbouring K+ ions may be helping substantially the locali-

zation of the electron in the liquid. A root mean square radius
o

of the electron cloud of 2 A. is also estimated through a calcul-

ation of the diamagnetic susceptibility within the same simulation

framework.

A model for electron localization with the assistance of

local structural rearrangements and for optical transitions of

the localized electron has been evaluated by Senatore et al (1980;

see also Roman et al 1964). The model is adapted from similar

work on the F centre in the solid to allow for selfconsistency

between the electronic ground state and the local liquid structure.

If p.. (r) denotes the quantum mechanical probability of finding

the electron within distance r from the centre of a spherical

cavity in the liouid, the cavity is assigned a charge -ep.. (H)
JLS

and the surrounding liquid structure is evaluated in a charged

hard sphere model, R being the distance of closest approach of

the centres of the ions to the centre of the cavity against the

electronic kinetic pressure. The potential V_{r) entering the

SchrBdinger equation for the electronic wave function, taken as

a constant for r< R and as a screened Coulombic tail for r> R,

can then be expressed in terms of p.. (r) and of the local liquid
.La

structure, A selfconsistent solution of the problem is carried

out and a bound state is found to exist for a range of values

of R, under conditions implying that the bound state could

dissolve under strong local fluctuations. The equilibrium value

of the cavity radius R is finally determined by minimization of

the free energy of the model. -53-



The main results for the electronic ground state in four

alkali halidea (NaCl, KC1, EBr and CaCl) can be summarized as

follows:

(i) with a selfbonsistent well depth of order 3*4 «V and an

equilibrium cavity radius 8. — 3 A> the electron is bound by

2*2.5 eV, the corresponding values of p. (&,„) being in the

range 0.7*0.8;

(ii) the root mean square radius of the localized electron
o

cloud is of order 2.5 A, i.e. the diamagnetic contribution Is

estimated to be only a fraction of order 10*20)S of the excess

magnetic susceptibility measured by Nicoloso and Freyland (1983b),

the latter being In fact well approximated by the Curie para-

magnetic term (see Figure 16 below);

(iii) the contact values of the electron density at the Cs

and Cl nuclei in molten CsCl are of order 3 A and 0.04 A

respectively, i.e. of the same orders of magnitude as reported

from measurements of NBH hyperflne shifts in dilute CB-CaCl

solutions by Warren and Sotier (1980).

3.2.2 Calculation of optical absorption by solvated electron^ In

the model that we have discussed just above, the optical absorption

spectrum associated with the bound electron has been calculated

on the assumption of vertical transitions to excited states and

by allowing for liquid-state fluctuations in the ground state

for an estimate of the spectral shape and the absorption band

width. The energy of a Franck-Condon transition from the Is to

the 2p state is

= EL (R) - H, (R) - (3^5)

the two states being evaluated in the same selfconsistent potential

T_(r). The optical absorption intensity
R
then given by

at frequency OJ is

(316)

where P(H) is the probability of fluctuations for the cavity

radius around the equilibrium value IL , M(H) is the square

modulus of the transition matrix element, and R(u) is obtained

by, inversion of the relation OJ(E) in eqn (3.5). The function;

P(R) is determined by the free energy of the system in the elec-

tronic ground state as a function of the cavity radius. A similar

calculation has been carried out for the la -» 3p transition,

though most of the oscillator strength resides in the Is -» 2p

transition. The 2p excited state already is appreciably more

spread out than the ground state and indeed is found to dissolve

into the ionization continuum when the local liquid structure is

allowed to relax towards its new equilibrium configuration.

Table 9 reports a comparison of the calculated peak energies

of absorption by the Bolvated electron with the available datai

For molten CsCl Yuh (1981) has been able to decompose the observed

infrared absorption band into two Gaussians, suggesting that these

correspond to the Is •* 2p transition and to transitions to higher

excited states. The strength of the latter is only a small fraction

of the totalI The calculated band widths (full width at half

maximum) are in the range 0.5*0.7 eV, against measured widths

usually in the range 0.6*1 eV. In particular, for the Is -» 2p

transition in molten CsCl the calculations yield a band width of

0.66eV against a width of 0.77eV from experiment!

In his study of molten CsCl Yuh (1981) has also reported a

new absorption band in the ultraviolet, with an Intensity which

remains nearly equal to that of the infrared band over a high

dilution range of electron concentration. He suggests that this

may be the liquid state analogue of the so-called £ band in alkali

halide crystals, commonly ascribed to the perturbation of the

exciton absorption by the proximity of an F centre (Seitz 1954)1

In an electron transfer model of the exciton absorption (see

section 3^1), the perturbation is mainly reflected in a shift



in polarization energy due to the rather large polarizabllity

of the electron in the P centre replacing a halogen ion (Basaani

and Inchausp^ 1957). A red shift of the exciton absorption by

as much aa 1 eV could be expected near a aolvated electron in

the melt, the polarizability of the aolvated electron being

roughly proportional to the inverse square of the Is -» 2p

transition frequency and therefore appreciably larger than for

the 7 centre in the solid (Roman e£ al I984).

3.3 Solutions of alkali metals and alkali halides

Prom the preceding discussion of extra electrons in molten

alkali halidea at very high dilutionf electron trapping in the

molten salt structure appears to be the result of both favourable

fluctuations of the Coulomb potential and cooperative rearrange-

ments of the mobile ions into a favourable local structure. Though

the closest solid-state analogue is the formation of P centres

by trapping of electrons into anion vacancies, we have seen that

the details of the local ionic structure around the trapped

electron are different in the two phases. The evolution of

localized electron states with metal concentration across a

nonmetal-to-metal (NM-M) transition can in principle be followed

continuously in the liquid phase, where the metal and the salt

are completely soluble in each other at temperatures not far

above, or even coinciding with, the melting point of the pure

salt. The nature of the HM-M transition and possible similarities

with ionic alloys such as liquid Cs-Au lie behind much of the

recent interest in these solutions.

Many metals are indeed known to be soluble in their molten

salts, in particular in their molten halides. Early reviews of

of work on these systems, with special attention to phase

diagrams and electrical transport, have been given by Bredig

(1964) and Corbett (1964). It may be mentioned that in some

systems (e.g. Bi-BiCl.) transfer of electrons to the cations of

the salt is taking place, leading to cationic suedes of inter-

mediate valence. In alkali-alkali halide solutions, instead, a

continuous change in electronic structure from that of an ionic

liquid to that of a liquid metal occurs as the concentration

x of the metallic component increases.

Typical phase diagrams of alkali-alkali halide systens

(henceforward denoted as M-MX) are illustrated in Figure 15.

The K-KC1 system (Figure 15.a) is typical of all the others with

the exceptions of Rb-BbBr and Cs-CsX: there is a depression of

the freezing point of the salt by the added metal, terminating

at an eutectic point, and a miscibility gap which closes at a

critical temperature T and a critical metal concentration x '.
c c

The freezing point of the pure metal is well below the range

of temperature shown in the figure. The miscibility gap decreases

with increasing atomic number of the metal atom from Li to Rb

and is absent in the Cs-CaX systems (see Figure 15.b for Cs-Csl).

Prom phase diagrams such as those illustrated above, Pitzer

(1962) deduced excess chemical potentials and partial entropies.

Por theoretical estimates he considered a two-stage solution

process in which the alkali metal is first converted into a

hypothetical ionic system and then this •alkali electronide1 is

dissolved in the molten salt. Very detailed measurements of

enthalpies and entropies of mixing for Cs-CsX systems have been

reported by Yokohama and Xleppa (1982). They isolate, by sub-

traction of a hard-sphere term and a (small) electronic term, an

•ionic charge* excess entropy term, which is negative and that

they interpret in terms of variations in the ionic structure of
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the melt with concentration. Such a residual excess entropy

indicates near the pure metal end a rapid restructuring of the

hot licuid metal by the halogen ions, followed by a gradual

strengthening of ionic structure towards the pure salt as the

screening by metallic electrons decreases. Experimental studies

of the variation of molar volume with concentration are still

at a preliminary staget neutron transmission measurements on

K-KBr above T by Jal et al (1985) indicate an appreciable

negative excess volume in the region of concentration corresponding

to the miscibility gap and a positive excess volume in the metal-

rich region.

The electrical conductivity o has also been measured for

several H-KX systems by Bredig and coworkers (see Bredig 1964),

though in most cases these studies have been limited to the

regions of concentration near the end3 of the phase diagram.

Measurements over the full range of composition are available

for K-KBr above T (Bronstein et al 1962), Ce-CaCl (Nachtrieb
c —— —

1974, unpublished) and Cs-Csl (Sotier et al 1984). On the basis

of these data, ?igure 15 shows the behaviour of (J in Cs-Csl

and itB expected behaviour in K-KC1 above Tc, in superposition

to the phase diagrams. In the former system Sotier e_t al report

also the temperature coefficient of 9, which goes from positive

to negative at about 30$ concentration of metal.

Figure 16 reports the behaviour of the excess magnetic

susceptibility for several M-MX systems above I across the full

range of composition, from data of Nicoloao and Preyland (I983h).

They extracted this quantity, which is of paramagnetic type, by

subtracting from the total measured susceptibility an ideal term

varying linearly with metal concentration between the pure

components. As already noted in section 3.2.1, the value of the

excess susceptibility for x •» 0 is close to the Curie value for

an isolated electron spin at the temperature of the experiment.
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It will be convenient to continue the discussion by focussing

on relevant ranges of concentration, starting from the salt-rich

end of the phase diagram.

3.3.1 Aggregation phenomena in salt-rich region. Detailed studies

of P-centre aggregation phenomena under the effect of light and

heat have been carried out in additively coloured crystalline

alkali halides (see e.g. Seitz 1954). A spectrum of aggregate

sizes, up to small metal colloids containing at least ten metal

atoms, is generated depending on treatment. Dispersed P centres

coexist with aggregates, as if they were a monatotnic vapour in

ecuilibrium with neutral and ionized molecular species and larger

clusters in the salt matrix.

The above picture appears to be useful in trying to visualize

the behaviour of molten"M-MX systems with increasing concentration

from the ideal lirdt of infinite dilution of metal. As we have

already noted, the absorption spectrum of the solve,ted electrons

is very sensitive to concentration (Yuh 1981, Preyland et al

1984). Using the Smakule- relation, Preyland e_t al estimate from

their optical absorption data the fraction of fF-centre' electrons

relative to the number of added metal atoms as a function of

concentration, showing that this fraction drops sharply over a

concentration range of the order of a few percent. This is

consistent with the observed sharp drop of the excess magnetic

susceptibility shown in Figure 16, as well as with the analysis

of E5R experiments on additively coloured alkali halide mixtures

at temperatures below T (Nicoloso and Preyland 1983a). These

show, over a range of concentration up to x = 0.12, a reduction

of unpaired-spin densities and the emergence of a new resonance

which is attributed to electrons delocalized in small metallic

clusters containing perhaps ?0-30 atoms at xsO.l. The resonance

associated with 'P-centre* electrons is still present, however.

In the sane range of concentration (up to 10$ metal, say)
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the electrical conductance of several M-MX systems haa been

measured and analyzed into two parts, ionic and electronic (sen

•.g. Bredig 1964). The latter is found to increase with temperature

and to vary appreciably with composition (see also the earlier

discussion of the Cs-Csl data in Figure 15). More precisely,

defining an equivalent conductance A M of the dissolved metal by

where Afl
sol

and A

" *> A

salt

flol and A ^ . are the conductances of the solution and

of the pure salt, A is found to increase with concentration

in E-KX systems but to decrease in Na-HaX systems at temperatures

below T up to the liquid-liquid phase separation curve. Eats

c

and Rice (1972) have discussed the qualitative features of these

data in the framework of an Anderson localisation model, while

Durham and Greenwood (1976) have given an account of the data by

a nearly-free electron model in which a fraction of the electrons

are in extended states and undergo disorder scattering. Recent

NMR work by Warren et al (1983) on Na-NaBr, Cs-CsCl and Cs-Cel

for x<0.1 has established correlations between NMH resonance

shifts, NMR relaxation rates and electrical conductivity in

theae systems. In particular, they find that the electronic mobility

in Na-NaBr at temperatures well belov T is essentially independent

of concentration, in shar; contrast with the Cs solutions rhich

do not have a miseibility gap. They interpret the observed

behaviour of the conductance in tfa-NaBr as due primarily to a

reduction in the number of conduction electrons by the formation

of cluster states which are both nonmagnetic and nonconducting.

Above T or for Cs solutions, they infer more repid formation

and dissociation of clusters enhancing the conductivity and

providing a concentration-dependent mobility.

Finally, Preyland et al (1983) have reported a strong increase

with concentration of the infrared refractive index of K-KC1

solutions above T , corresponding to a rise in dielectric suseep-

tibility by more than one order of magnitude in going from x = 0.01
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| to JC = 0*05. A fit of thia dielectric enhancement to a form of
critical behaviour yields a dielectric catastrophe at x •.D.I '.

3*3*3 ffonmetal-metal transition^ Ths evidence reviewed above,

though clearly very relevant, seems atill insufficient for an

unambiguous identification of the nature of the M(~M transition.

The dielectric anomaly in K-EC1 has been compared to that observed

in phosphorous-doped silicon (Capizzi et al 1980), which ia

believed to undergo an Anderson transition (Mott 1974). The

divergence of the dielectiic constant would be related to that

of the localization length of the electrons at the transition.

Hbwever, the transition should really appear through a divergence

of the static dielectric constant (see e.g. Bfros and Shklovskii

1976), as is indeed observed in Si:P. An anomaly in the infrared

refractive index could simply indicate the appearance of sisable

metallic clusters, the system as a whole being still in a non-metallic

state (Bergman 1980, Hefner and Hensel 1982). The NHR evidence

on Ce-CeX systems tends to exclude multi-site localised states

arising from the absence of long range order, for metal concen-

trations up to a few percent (Warren and Sotier 1980).

The evidence for spin pairing with increasing metal concen-

tration, on the other hand, suggests a similarity with metal-ammonia

solutions. Molecular dimers are one of the basic ingredients

in the picture that Mott (1974) has given for the transition as

it occurs in these systems. He proposed that the transition is

of the Mott-Hubbard type, with two bands which cross each other

as the metal concentration changes - one band for an extra electron

on a molecular dimer, and one for a hole in a molecular dimer.

The BSR evidence shows that sizable clusters can form in M-MX

systems, at least at temperatures below T . In the presence of a

microscopically inhomogeneous regime separating the metallic

propagation regime from the non-metallic one, a volume percolation

model as introduced for some metal-ammonia solutions by Webman

et al (1975) could be an alternative to a Mott-Hubbard picture.
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At any rate, the available evidence indicates that in a

system such as K-KC1 above T Q the NI.T-M transition is taking

place in a range of concentration between O.I and 0.2. These

limits can be inferred from (a) the location of the predicted

dielectric catastrophe, (b) the behaviour of the magnetic

susceptibility in ?igure 16 in its approach to the Pauli value,

and (c) estimates in a percolation model yielding a transition

at n O . 2 aa a likely upper limit (Senatore and Tosi 1965). This

implies that the NM-K transition is well separated from the

conaolute point, lying at x = 0.39 in K-KC1. This conclusion
c

is independently confirmed by small-angle neutron scattering

experiments near the consolute point, to which we now turn.

3.3.3 Critical concentration fluctuations. The behaviour of

concentration fluctuations near the critical point for demixing

has been investigated by snail-angle neutron scattering in K-KBr,

in parallel with Li-ND, and Na-ND,, and also in K-K? (jal et al

1980a, Chieux £t al 1980, Jal ̂ t al 1985). What is being measured

is essentially the concentration-concentration structure factor

Soc(k) at small scattering wave number k. This contributes to

the scattering intensity a term of the form

cc (k2 + % ~ 2 ) 1 ~ l (3.fl)

where i| is the correlation length between concentration fluctua-

tions, having along the critical isochore the power law behaviour

where £ is the reduced temperature (T - T )/T '. The quantity

S (0) is related by thermodynamic fluctuation theory (Kirkwood

and Buff 1951) to the second derivative of the Gibbs free energy

with respect to solute concentration,

3cc(0)
 S *
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and diverges at T with a power law behaviour,

scc(o) £ . C3.il)

Table 10 summarizes the experimental results on the critical

behaviour of K-KBr as compared with metal-arraonia solutions.

It is clear from Table 10 that, whereas the metal-ammonia

systems show a classical mean-field behaviour of critical exponents

even close to T » K-KBr shows three-dimensional Ising behaviour
c

over a substantial range of reduced temperature. A persistence

of classical behaviour has been attributed by Mott (1974) to

the possibility that long-range forces are operative. The critical

point of K-KBr, with an electrical conductivity close to 10

ST cm" at x , should lie well in the metallic regime, where
c

screening by metallic electrons is operative. The presence of

alkali ions in the 'solvent', instead of polar molecules, may

lie behind the different behaviours of K-KBr and

metal-ammonia solutions.

Further analysis of the data on K-KBr has led to the proposal

that the volume fraction of metal (defined for species et as

<t s x v /v where v. » (Ov/jx.)- _ „ is the partial molar volume

of the species) should be a better order parameter than the

concentration. In terms of this variable, the critical point

for deraixins is moved closer to 4* = 0*5 (against x = 0.44)

and the iso-^ lines, including the spinodal line, become rather

more symmetric.

3.3.4 Ionic structure and the metal-rich region. A number of

neutron ^c.ttering experiments aimed at unraveling the lipuid

structure have been carried out on M-MX systems at various compo-

sitions {J=il et al 1980b, Chabrier et al 1982a,Dupuy 1985). These

include diffraction fron systems where the total diffraction

pattern essentially reduces to the number-number structure factor

S.m(k), as well as isotopic-3ubstitution experiments on
tin '
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A. few structural features seem well established from these

experiments:

(i) starting from the salt-rich end of the phase diagram,

the I -I distance can be followed up to at least jc •*/ 0^8, while

the small-angle scattering also increases;

(ii) in the metal-rich region, the »-• distance seems little

affected by tto addition of salt, while there are indications

from the main peak height that the liquid metal ordering may be

appreciably disturbed.

The latter effect would be consistent with the large observed

effect of small additions of potassium halides on the electrical

resistivity of molten potassium (Senatore et al 1982) and also

with the analysis of the entropy of mixing of Cs-CsX systems

referred to earlier in this section. An isolated halogen ion may

already tend to build a well-defined local shell of I* ions at

the expense of the intrinsic structure of tke liquid metal. The

resistivity calculations of Senatore et al consider contributions

from local structural rearrangements in addition to impurity

scattering and to the effect of the change in electron density:

the results are of the correct magnitude and reproduce the

observed trend, i.e. a rapid increase of the excess resistivity with

the halogen size. • ~~"~"~ Calculations tav«.:Bls©^bee«iwri*d

out for the microscopic liquid structure at various compositions

in ionic models (Chabrier et al 1982b, Chabrier and Hansen 1983)

and for the long-wavelength structure factors (Chabrier et al

1984) and the miscibility gap (Chabrier and Hansen 1985)

in simple electron-screening theory^

J«J»5 Alkali iodide-iodine solutions. We append to this section

a brief mention of alkali iodide-iodine mixtures, which are

attracting renewed interest as presenting a transformation from

an ionic to a molecular system in the liquid phased the right-hand

aide of Figure 15.b shows the phase diagram of the Csl-I_ system

(Roaztocy and Cubicciotti 1965) together with data on its electrical

conductivity.

Nakowsky et al (1984) report measurements of the total magnetic

susceptibility of Csl-I2 aa a function of concentration and

temperature, demonstrating that paramagnetic species are important

at low iodine concentration. On the basis of optical absorption

and E7R measurements on the liquid and comparisons with solid-state

data, I~ molecular ions are proposed as the dominant paramagnetic

species. With increasing iodine concentration an equilibrium

between paramagnetic and diamagnetic species is indicated by

the susceptibility data, the most likely reaction being

I~ + (n - x)I_ s± iT .. Diamagnetic polyiodides predominate in

iodine-rich solutions. A fast mechanism of charge transfer by

rapid molecular bond fluctuations is also suggested in this

regime of concentration.

3.4 Chemical short-range order in liquid alloys

Fully ionized salts with a large band gap like the alkali

halideg remain ionic across melting and, as we have seen, one

finds remnants of solid-atate properties in the short range

order and the electronic states of the melt near freezing. On

the other side, melting of covalent semiconductors such as &e

or InSb involves a collapse of the covalent structure, directly

revealed by an increase of coordination from 4 to values in the

range 6-8 and by an increase in electrical conductivity to an

essentially metallic type. Between these extremes, a number of

systems have been identified which show a variety of intermediate

electronic behaviours in the liquid phase (see e.g. Ubbelohde

1978, Enderby 1979, Hensel 1979, Enderby 1985).
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Among these systems special attention has been given recently

on the one hand to liquid alloys 'based on chalcogens such as

Cu-Te er Ni-Ta, and on the other to alloys from metallic elements

with a relatively large difference in electronegativity, which

form intermetallic compounds Rt certain *stoichiometric' compoaitione

in the solid state. The melt of these alloys near stoichiometry

shows a marked preference for unlike first neighbours in the

local structure, as well as a maximum in the electrical resistivity

and a minimum in its temperature coefficient. Examples are Cs-Au

(Henael 1979), or Li-Pb and other alloys of alkalis with Pb

and In (Buppersberg 1973r van der Lugt and Geertsma 1984t Heijer

et al 1985). We do not aim to give here a review of this vast

field. Rather, we shall limit ourselves to an outline of trends

starting from parallels which may be made with molten salts and,

away from stoichiometry, with metal-salt solutions.

3.4.1 Cesium-gold alloys. The Cs-Au system has probably been the

most intensively studied among these liquid alloys and 1B the one

which affords elo3er parallels with alkali metal - alkali halide

solutions* The stoichiometric compound CsAu crystallizes in the

CaCl-type structure and is a strongly polar semiconductor with

an optical gap of 2.6 eV at room temperature. Its electrical

conductivity drops on melting to a value which is comparable

to molten salts. ELectroroigration experiments (Krtlger and

Schmutzler 1976) give evidence that Cs migrates to the cathode

and Au to the anode, one Cs and one Au~ being transported per

elementary charge to the electrodes within experimental error.

Measurements of electrical conductivity (Ho3hino ,et al

1975) and magnetic susceptibility (Freyland and Steinleiter

1976) as well as Him studies (Dupree et al 198O) show that for

small concentrations of excess cesium the electrons are localized.

In particular, from the KMR data localization appears to eet in

rather abruptly for excess metal concentration below about 7$.

These data can be interpreted by assuming that excess electrons

are trapped in states similar to P centres, in analogy with the

case of metal-salt solutions, though with electronic jump times

that are an order of magnitude shorter in Cs-Au than in Cs-Csl

systems. We report in Figure 17 from Sotier .et al (I984) a

comparison of the electrical conductivities of Cs-CsAu and Ca-CaX

systems across the full range of composition. The differences

that are apparent near etoichionetry may indicate a small elec-

tronic contribution to the conductivity of stoichiometric CsAu.

The temperature coefficient of the conductivity changes sign at

approximately the game concentration in these systems (about

3OfJ excess alkali).

The liquid structure of Cs-Au alloys has been examined by

neutron diffraction by Martin e_t al (1980) over a range of

composition up to 80jS Cs (corresponding to x = 0.75 in the

formula M -(MX). used for alkali-salt solutions). Their results

for the total structure factor of the alloy and for pure liquid

Ca at a comparable temperature are reported in Figure 18. Near
B-l

stoichiometry one notices a shoulder at k = 1.2 A , which is

interpreted as the 'Coulomb prepeak' characteristic of relative

short range order of the species (cf section 2.1). Such relative

order in liquid CsAu is quite strong, even though the prepeak

appears onlu weakly in the total diffraction pattern because

the scattering amplitudes of the two species are not very different.

Well away from gtoichiometry, the strong increase in the small-

angle scattered intensity is indicative of large density fluctua-

tions permitted by conduction-electron screening. After Fourier

transform of these data, the Cs-Au first neighbour distance at

3.6 A can be followed up to 8Oj£ Cs and the Cs-Cs distance at

5̂ 3 A characteristic of the pure metal emerges at 70^ Cs: both

distances show little sensitivity to composition. All these

structural features are reminiscent of those reported for

metal-salt solutions (cf section 3.3U). Calculations of litjuid



structure for C»~Au in charged.-hard-spb.ere models have been

reported at atoichiometry by Brans and Telo da Coma (1980) and

at various compositions by Sharma at al (1982).

3tA*t Short range order and Mott transition in alkali-gold alloys.

Preliminary to an account of the RM-M transition in Cs-Au is

a connection between local order of the two species in the liquid

and the opening of a pseudogap in the electronic energy spectrum.

Kittler and Falicov (1976) demonstrated this connection in a

tight-binding approach. Franz et al (1980) have pursued the model

up to detailed contact with the experimental evidence.

Franz et al consider a tight-binding Hamilton!an for an

A-B alloy,

H = 7L
i

where li> is a localized state at site i and t . are hopping

integrals between first neighbour sites. The site energy level

C. for an A-type atom, say, is taken to depend on the amount

of charge gained or lost by the atom for a given value of

the concentration, as well as on a short-range order parameter

measuring the average occupation of neighbouring sites by B-type

atoms relative to a random alloyl A. calculation of single particle

Greenes functions yields the on-site densities of states, from

which the charge transfer can be evaluated up to selfconsistency.

The short-range order parameter is finally determined by minimi-

zation of the free energy.

A charge transfer of about 0.6 from Cs to Au is found for

Cs-CsAu over the whole range of composition, combined with an

excess probability for unlike neighbours with a maximum at equi-

molar composition^ Such an increase In local order of the two

species with Au concentration from the pure Cs end counterbalances

the increasing width in the Au band of states, yielding a pseudo-

gap at all compositions in this range. The broadening of the Au

band finally destiqrs the gap on further addition of Au beyond

equimolar composition^ The behaviour of the density of states

with composition is shown in Figure 19.a, in which the lower

band contains predominantly gold states and the upper one cesium

states. Figure 19.b reports the calculated density of states at

the Fermi level as a function of composition. With these results,

satisfactory contaot can be made with data on conductivity,

magnetic susceptibility, and Knight shifts.

Considering next the whole aeries of alkali-gold alloys,

transport measurements indicate that at equimolar composition a

transition from metallic to non-metallic behaviour occurs between

HaAu and BbAu, with Eiu near the borderline (Henael 1979). This

transition has been examined by Holzhey et al (1981) by the

model that we have discussed above. The model has been further

refined (Holsshey et al 1982, Brouers et al 1982) by allowing for

an interatomic-distance dependence of the hopping integrals,

weighted with pair distribution functions g..(r) which are aelf-

consistently evaluated for each state of charge transfer by a

liquid-structure model of charged hard spheres in the MSA. The

results for the density of states at the Fermi level and the gap

through the alkali-gold series at equimolar composition can be

represented as functions of the ratio AJV<t> (see Figure 20),

where £ E is the electronegativity difference and <t> is an

average hopping integral which varies in parallel with the avenge

electron density, increasing from CsAu to LiAu. The NM-M transition

can therefore be viewed In essence as a Mott transition occurring

when the electronic screening length becomes comparable with the

distance between unlike ions. Screening is most effective in

LiAu, where the electron density is highest, whereas at the other

extreme it cannot prevent Coulomb Interactions from opening the

gap in CsAu. A further discussion of connections between charge

transfer, electronic screening and liquid atructure has been

given by Holzhey et al (1984).
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3.4.3 Other alkali-based alloy3 with chemical short-range order!

Interspecies ordering as shown by the liquid Cs-Au system has

been reported for a number of other alkali-based alloys, the

alloying partners being elements of group III, ITT or V (see e.g.

Meijer et al 1985). The formation of local chemical order at

certain compositions is signalled by anomalies in electronic

properties such as the electrical resistivity and the magnetic

susceptibility, which reflect a minimum in the density of states

at the Fermi level if not the opening of a gap due to full charge

transfer. An illustration of resistivity behaviours in alloys

with group IV elements is given in ?igure 21. Three different

kinds of compound formation can be distinguished in these systems

(Geertsma 1965) s

(i) compound formation near the octet composition A_B> aa in

Li-Pb or Li-Sn;

(ii) compound formation near the equimolar composition AB,

as in K-Pb or Rb-Pb;

(iii) compound formation near both the above compositions, as

in Li-Si, Li-Ge or Na-Sn! The available data indicate increasing

stability of the octet composition compound through the sequence

Si, Ge, Sn and Pb, and decreasing stability through the sequence

from Li to Ca. Indeed, for the heavier alkalis there is a region

of phase separation around the octet composition in the liquid

alloy.

A qualitative picture of the electronic density of states

in a system of class (i) at octet composition, such as ll.Pb.

involves a valence band derived from the outer p states of Pb,

which is filled by electrons from the 2s band of Li in a process

in which charge transfer and local chemical order are mutually

reinforcing each other. A local minimum in the density of stata

at the Fermi level, rather khan a pseudogap between the valence

and conduction band, is expected from the fact that Li.Pb is

still metallic, though with a rather high resistivity (cf Figure

21). The observed temperature dependence of the resistivity in

Figure 31 is believed to indicate a break-up of local structure

with increasing temperature more than electronic conduction by

thermal excitation! together with these transport data, measure-

ments of thermoelectrio power (Nguyen and Biderby 1977), magnetic

susceptibility (ffiiekstein et al 1980) and Knight shift (van der

Marel et al I98O) indicate partial transfer of electronic charge

from Li to Pb to an electronic structure which, though still

metallic, is not far from a metal-nftnmetal transition! Theoretical

studies of charge transfer and local order in alloys with poly-

valent components as compared with Cs-Au have been presented by

Franz et al (1982; see also Robertson 1983).

A depression of long-wavelength concentration fluctuations

in Li-Pb around the octet composition was demonstrated by Saboungi

e± al (1978) from electromotive force measurements of the activity

of lithium in the alloy. These measurements yield the concentration-

concentration structure factor S (0) in the limit of vanishing

wave number (cf eqn (3llO)) and this is found to have a strong

mini imim in the region of compound formation (as compared with

the sero in S (0) for a molten salt at atoichiometry, section

2.3.2). Following earlier diffraction studies, Buppersberg and

Reiter (I982) have measured the structure factor S (k) in Ll.Pb

by neutron diffraction from Li-enriched samples! Figure 22

reports the corresponding pair distribution function 4nr g (r),

in which negative (positive) tegions denote enrichement in the

species different from (identical to) the species of the atom

chosen as origin, relative to a random alloy. The •. • . v . *•• .-a

similarity with the charge-charge distribution function in a

molten salt (cf section 2.3) are evident. Calculations for excess

thentodynruaie quantities and liquid structure in Li-Fb have been

reported by Copestake e_t al (1983) and Hafner et al (1984). The

basic model allowing contact with the data involves, in addition

to short-range repulsions, an ordering potential with a screened

Coulomb tail - though considerable refinements can be wde through



the use of pseudopotential and electron screening theory and

perturbative theories of liquid structure'. (Hafner 1985, to b«

published)i On the other hand, Leveeque «t al (i960; see also

Nixon and Silbert 1984) have shown that some relative order of

the components in a binary fluid of hard spheres can be induced

through non-additivity of the diameters, without including

explicitly Coulomb interactions or chemical effects.

Turning next to alkali - group IV alloys in the second and

third class mentioned at the beginning of this section, such as

K-Pb or Na-Sn, Meijer et al (1985) have proposed a model for

order at equimolar composition which invokes formation of
4- 4—

essentially tetrahedral Pb. or Sn, polyanions. Such t«trahedra
4 4

are seen in the solid structure of the enuiatomic compound. In

such a tetrahedral cluster the p states of Pb, say, would be

split into bonding and antibonding states and the former could

be filled by electrons from the alkali atoms. Tight binding

calculations of the type already described for alkali-gold alloys

lend support to the above picture (Geertsma et al 1984, Mjkstra

and Geertsma 1985, Geertsma 1985).

3.4^4 Tellurium-baaed alloys. Formation of chemical short range

order has also been studied in liouid alloys formed by To with

metals such as Ni, Cu, Ag and Tl.

Pure Te in the solid phase is a semiconductor with a structure

consisting of helical chains. To account for the observed structure

and electronic properties of the melt, Cabana and Friedel (1971)

proposed that the local order arises from an extended three-

dlmenaional network of covalent bonds with relaxation times of
-12

the order of 10 "ec and evolving with decreasing temperature

towards a chain structure in the undercooled liquid. Some of

the valence electrons are localized in the covalent bonds while

the others form an electron gas.
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The addition of metals to pure liquid Te induces changes in

conductivity (Enderby 1979)• A sharp minimum in the conductivity

is observed at 'stoichiometric* compositions corresponding to

AgJTe, Cu_Te and TlgTe, whereas for Ni-Te a continuous increase

of conductivity is observed up to a composition corresponding to

Ni Te (Newport et al 1982), The observed electronic transport

properties have been related to the observed liquid structure

for the systems Nl-Te and Cu-Te, an important role being played

by d electrons.

Nguyen el; al (1982) have determined the three partial structure

factors in both NiTe, and KiTe by the isotopic substitution

technique in neutron scattering. In both systens they observe

a coincidence between positiona of peeks in SjMfljf11) a n d STeTe'k'

at about 2 A~ and a ndniaium in S _ (k) - a direct indication

of the presence of interapecies order. Additional structure is

seen in S«.«.(k) near 1 A~ . The partial pair distribution func-
Klril

tions (see Figure 23) give clear evidence of chemical short-range

order combined with a strong penetration of Ni atoms in the first

coordination shell of a Ni atom, the Mi-Ni coordination number

being of order 2 in NiTe and of order 3 in NiTe against a Ni-Te

coordination number of order 4*5". Other relevant structural

features are the large value of the Te-Te coordination number,

increased from about 3 in pure liquid Te to about 10 in the two
o

alloys, and the increase in the Te-Te distance from 2.91 A in

pure Te to about 3.55 A in the alloys. The Te atoms in the alloys

form an essentially close packed structure similar to that of

chlorine ions in molten alkali chlorides. The observed liquid

structures suggest that NI and Ts are behaving as cations and

anions, respectively, while at the same time the close contacts

allowed between Ni ions indicate an appreciable overlap between

their d states to yield metallic d bonds.
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the liquid structure of CuTe, though less accurately known,

Is broadly similar to that of MTe. On the other hand the two

systems show different electronic behaviours: the resistivity

decreases upon addition of Ni while it increases slowly upon

addition of Cu, and the concentration dependence of the thermo-

electric power shows opposite trends. Newport _et al (1962)

relate these differences to the different d-electron structures

of Ni and Cu and to the location of the Fermi level relative to

the d bandla in the two systems. At the stoichiometric Cu^Te

composition, the presence of Cu+ ions in the d configuration

will naturally lead to low conductivity,

Further results by neutron diffraction have been reported

for liquid TlpTe by Gay et al (1982). A shoulder on the low-k

side of the main peak in the diffraction pattern, and a Te-Te

coordination number deduced from the total pair distribution

function to be in the range 9*11, indicate again the presence of

interapecies order and charge transfer, in contrast to a molecular

model proposed earlier by Cutler (1977). An MSA calculation for

charged hard spheres fdth appropriate diameters yields overall

agreement with the structural data.
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4. Dynamics of ionic liquids

As we have seen in the foregoing sections, the characterization

of microscopic structure by diffraction experiments on many molten

salts and other binary liquids has shown that interspecies order

around any given particle extends over several coordination

shells. We shall be primarily concerned in this section with th«

time evolution of this structure, as observed by various spectro-

scopic techniques* Our interest will be focussed on the dynamics

of ions in non-associated liquids, where the time scale for per-

sistence of local structure is set in the picosecond range by

ionic diffusion and conduction. On a shorter time acale the liquid

structure may sustain collective motions as remnants of the

solid-state vibrational modes. On the other hand, we have occasion-

ally referred earlier to long-lived local structures, as realized

for instance in the formation of complex ions, and to the useful-

ness of Hainan spectroscopy in their study: the article of Volkov

(1978) gives a vast set of references to work in this area, thstt

we shall not discuss further.

Experimental information on microscopic ionic dynamics in

molten salts is available primarily from measurements of spectra

of infrared reflectivity, inelastic neutron scattering and

inelastic light scattering. Computer sinulation has contributed

mostly through extensive studies of the dynamics1.! behaviour of

simple models and predictions of transport coefficients for

comparison with the results of macroscopic transport measure-

ments. Most of the experimental studies are very recent and

indeed further detailed information is expected to co;.ie in the

near future from experiments using neutron sources with higher

fluxes at shorter v.r?velengthn. Tt v.lll be convenient to focus

first on inelastic neutron scattering for an introduction of

relevant spectral functions.
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4.1 Penalty correlations and neutron scattering apectra

Following tto treatment given by van Hove (1954) for monatomic
liquids, the appropriate tine-dependent generalizations of the

pair distribution functions g IT) in a multicomponent liquid are

functions G (r,t) giving the correlation between the density

?,,(0.»O) of *-type particles at the origin of space-time and the

density f(r,t) of ft-type particles at position r and tine t

(syrametrization in the species for «/|l is left implicit). These

functions may be written for a classical liquid in terms of th*

positions r.(t) of the particles aa

C(r,t) = (Kit (4.1)

where the index irt labels the i-th particle of type <x and H,

is the minber of <-type particles. The average of the J-function

in eqn (4^1) is the probability that at tine t the j particle

will be at r with respect to the position, of the im particle at

time t = 0. The initial value of <Ĵ  (r,t) is easily Been to be

G (r,0) . § S(r) + (n n.)* g (r)

introduces next the intermediate s

P (k,t) = Jdr C(r,t) e:cp(ik.r)

One introduces next the intermediate scattering function F (k,ti) as

(4.3)

with initial Talue

p (k,o) = s (k) . u:4)

Finally, the dynawlc^l structure factors S (k,w) are defined by

r "̂
S (k,«) = (2K) "Mat *„.(*»*) exp(-iot) . (4^5)

The differential cross-section for coherent neutron scattering,

per unit ranges of energy transfer %.u and solid angle Si, , is

then given by

where Vo and k, are the initial and final neutron waveveetora,

i " Ko ~ ti a n d f4 ifl» a s ̂  e1 n (?*^)» t h e coherent scattering

amplitude of the species, involving an average over isotopic and

spin compositions!

The measured differential oroas-section contains also an

incoherent contribution, which may be written as

(4i7)

Here, n̂or̂  ie the total scattering cross-aection for (X-t

particles and Ŝ (k,w> is the double Fourier transform of the

selfcorrelation function

Z l ( r - r . ( t ) + r . (
i^'i •"•«. •Si

corresponding to the term j • i^ in the sujimations entering

enn (4.1). The initial value of this fraction is simply S(r),

We report in Figure 24 from KcGreevy *t.«i:(l984) the measured

neutron scattering intensity l(T(-fr) for HbCl in thejpolycrystall!ne

solid and in the liquid ph^se c>t various temperatures, plotted

as a function of tine of flight x (bottom scale) or energy

transfer (top scale) at a fixed scattering angle v" . Both k and

CJ vary with T and the relation between intensity and dynamical

structure factors is of the form

where ){u0 is the incident neutron energy and EL(k,u) is a total

(neutron-weighted) structure factor, defined by writing the sum

of eqns (4.6) and (4.7) as

. k.

1) . (4J.0)

Therefore the intensities shoven in Figure 24 are essentially

proportional to S_(k,tj) for u«oi% end to « ST(k,u) for u»u , ,

v/ith ylii0 a 3.5 meV in this experiment. The latter function, by
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the continuity equation for the particle densities, is proportional

to the total (neutron-weighted) correlation function of longitu-

dinal current3^

Peaks due to acoustic and optic vibratlonal modes can tie

seen in the polycrystal at room temperature in Figure 24: the LO

modes lie at t a 400 u s m~ , the TO modes give the sharp peak at

T s: 500 earn", and the LA and TA modes lie at T = 650 (*s m"1

and 750 (su" , respectively. Broadening of these modes and

shifts in intensity with increasing temperature in the solid end

across melting ecu he followed in the Figure. The most striking

change on melting, lior-ever, 1B seen to occur in the region of

lov: energy transfers cyxsi-elastic scrttcring due to ionic dif-

fusion and conduction eppears in the liquid in lieu of the

elastic scattering peek in the solid.

Before v.-e proceed to review the results of the analysis of

neutron scattering data and the evidence obtained by other methods,

it will be useful to consider in the next Bection some aspects

of the information contained in dynamical structure factors for

ionic liquids.

corresponding form of Sg(k,w) is

4.2 Some properties of dynamicp.1 structure factors

Ionic selfdiffusion, as described by the Belfcorrel.-.tion

function C°(r,t), plays an important role in quasi-elnatic

scattering. The diffusion equation determines this function for

times long compared with the collision time and for distances

long compared tdth the mean free path. It yields

Gf{r,t) = (*iDjtir*'W-r*/4Djt|) , (till)

D^ being the selfdiffusion coefficient. This result corresponds

to a particle mean square displacement given by 6D-(tJ. The

, [ ^ (4.12)

i.e. a Lorentzian with width D^k , applicable in the hydrodynamic

region (lor; k and lowu), Kore generally, but still approximately,

the diffusive square displacement 6^1 in eqn (4.11) may be

replaced by a microscopic mean square displacement given by

where

jdf (t - f) (4.13)

(4.14)

is the velocity eutocorrelation function for an *-type particle

(Rahman et al 1962).

The information on collective motions in the liquid, on

the other hand, is contained directly in the dynamical structure

factors S (k,«). These may be replaced for this purpose by

suitable linear combinations, as r;as done for the liquid structure

factors in section 2.3. For the alkali halides, uijeful dynamical

fluctuation variables are the mass density

m (r,t) = Z i m ^

m^ being the mass of at-type ions, and again the charge density

q(r,t) - Z M.,(r,t) . (4.16)

Specific advantages of this mass-charge (K-Q) basis are: (i) the

coupling between mass and charge fluctuations vanishes in the

limit k -» 0, where the mass-mass and charge-charge structure

factors, S (k,w) and S (k,w), allow contact to be made with

acoustic and optic longitudinal modes of the solid, respectively

(Giaquinta et al 1978a); (ii) the same coupling vanishes in the

hydrodynamic region for good ionic conductors, whose electric

current relaxation frequency 4TKyfc is much larger than the

sound wave frequency ek (Giaquinta e_t al 1976| the inequality
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4-KO/E. •*> ek la amply satisfied In all molten salts of present

Interest, with E / ^ lying in the picosecond range). S (k,w)

at low k and " l a then isomorphous with the hydrodynamic structure

factor of a monatomic fluid, containing the Brlllouin doublet

associated with sound propagation at u = * ck and the central

Bayleigh peak due to coupling to heat conduction (see e.g.

Kadanoff and Martin 1963). S..(k,u), on the other hand, is a

much broader Lorentzian In the hydrodynamic region, with width

given by 4i*a/£ plus corrections of order lc .

Even for alkali halides, the most appropriate choice of

dynamical variables for the analysis of liquid dynamics should

vary over a wide range of wavemmber, as one goes from the low-k

region (where mass and charge fluctuations are moat appropriate)

to a free particle behaviour at large k and u. However, a further

useful property of the H-Q basis is that SL, (k,<*») vanishes exactly

at arbitrary k by charge conjugation synmetry In a symmetric

model of a molten alkali halide, which takes the two ionic species

as identical except for the signs of the Ionic charges. Though

no alkali halide satisfies these conditions exactly, one would

hope SL. (k,«) to be small everywhere at least for salts of iso-

electronic ions. 7or halides of divalent cations, on the other

hand, the discussion of liquid structure In section 2.5 suggests

that focus on the species-species dynamic correlations should

still be very useful: we have stressed there, in particular,

cation-cation structural correlations in a system such as SrCl-

against anion-anion correlations in a system such as

To acquire some further insight on molten alkali halidea,

w# continue the discussion of the symmetric model. !The dynamical

structure factors are first conveniently related through the

classical fluctuation-dissipation theorem to linear density

response functions Jt^Ck.w) and JCQQ(1C,W), giving the response
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of the mass density to an external gravitational potential and

the response of the charge density to an external electric poten-

tial. These relations are

(4.17)

and

i (4.18)

f being the average mass density. The structure of these functions

is next obtained through a Znanzig-Morl analysis of the dynamics

of density fluctuations (Mori I965) as

Oc,-)]-1 (4.19)

, (4.20

and

where

and

10 (k) = k_Tk /rasno(k) , (4i22j

while F(k,u) and p (k,w) are complex 'memory* functions, whose

theoretical evaluation will be discussed in section 4.3.5 below.

Longitudinal modes of acoustic and optic character are associated

with the zeroes of the denominators in eqns (4.19) and (4.20) In

the complex frequency plane.

The M-M response function in eqn (4.19) is isomorphous to

the density response function of a monatomic fluid, discussed in

detail e.g. in the article of Copley and Lovesey (1975J for recent

phenomenologieal developments see de Schepper e£ §i W 3 and 1984,

Lovesey 1984, McGreevy and Mitchell 1985a)). We note in particular

from eqn (2.36) that uM(i0 -» c^k in the limit k -» 0, with

c_ = (PK )'* the isothermal sound velocity. Price and Copley (1975)



chose molten RbBr as a suitable material for inelastic neutron

scattering experiments, since the close similarity of the scattering

amplitudes and the masses of the species ensures that the scattering

cross-section is essentially determined by S^tk^). These data

and the results of simulation work by Copley and Hahman (1976)

indicate a close qualitative similarity with the dynamical

structure factor of a monatoraic liquid like argon. No propagating

LA mode is observed down to k *• 0.8 I"1, but a 'dispersion curve'

of LA modes can be displayed, as usual, by plotting the peak

frequency of the longitudinal current spectrum versus wavenurataer

(see Figure 25).

From eqn (2.37), on the other hand, one finds ̂ (k) ••

(4«neZ/n»t)l/l in *ne limit k •+ 0. The finite value of this frequency

at long wavelength allows from eqn (4.20) for the possibility

of both a hydrodynamic relaxation mode and a doublet at finite

frequency. In the hydrodynamic limit (w «<Jg) oae finds

Sftm(k,«J) a
QQ

where <r is the d.c. conductivity given by

The doublet will lie at frequency iu^ say, shifted from ± O Q

by the imaginary part of p(O,w) and broadened by the real part

of ?(0,w). Such a structure of SQQ(k,u) at long wavelength in

a simple molten salt model has been displayed in direct sinulation

work extending down to k * 0.3 A"1 and also from an analysis of

simulation data on the frequency-dependent conductivity <r(«-»)

(Hansen and McDonald 1974 and 1975, Giaquinta e£ al 1977; Bee

also Figure 29 below). The latter function follows from eqn (4.20)

in a generalized Drude form,2 V l 1 ([
on using the relationship between charge density response and

dielectric function discussed in section 2.3.1-
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4.3 Inelastic neutron scattering and microscopic ionic motions

4.3.1 Quasi-elastic scattering from molten salts. Following the

afore-mentioned work of Price and Copley (1975) on molten RbBr

and work of Copley and Dolling (1978) on molten KBr, inelastlo

neutron scattering experiments have been carried out recently

on other molten alkali halides (RbCl, Cad and Halt McGreevy

and Mitchell 1982b, McGreevy et al 1964, 198?) and alkaline-earth

chlorides (SrCl2, HgClg and CaCl^: Margaca et, al 1984, McGresvy

and Mitchell 1985b). The data concern, first of all, the total

neutron-weighted structure factor S_(k,"») introduced in eqn

(4.10), rhich is determined from intensity data at given scattering

angle (see Figure 24) by interpolation at constant k over a

range of energy transfer of several meV. In the range of (k,u>)

covered by the experiments, S_(k,w) is primarily quasi-elastic

and consists of a single broad peak centred at a = 0. Data on

isotopically substitiied samples have also been reported for a

resolution of the longitudinal currents spectrum at higher energies

into its components. The latter data will be discussed in the

following sections.

The quasi-elaatic scattering described by ST(k,u) is analyzed

in terms of its energy width as a function of k over a range

from a few tenths to a few I" . An illustration of the results

for molten alkali halides is shown for Nal in Figure 26. The curve

in the Figure shows the prediction of simple diffusion, yielding

the width as (D + D )k2. Single-particle motions are consistent

with simple diffusion at low k, but the measured widths show a

tendecy to increase nore rapidly at large k as well as some

structure: a minimum in the width is seen at k £i 1.6 X~l in Figure

26 both in the neutron data and in simulation data of Dixon (1983),

where it corresponds to the mair peak in 3++(k) and S__(k). Such

minima are attributed to a de Gennea (1959) narrowing mechanism,
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due to collective acoustic motions which are strongly correlated

with the liquid structure. A narrower width reflects a slowing

down of diffusion due to the structural cage moving with the

diffusing species. While there is qualitative agreement between

experiment and simulation, the quantitative disagreement is at-

tributed to an underestimate of the macroscopic diffusion coef-

ficients in the simulation model.

The emergence of coherent and incoherent quasi-elastic

scattering has been observed to accompany the transition to

fast-ion conduction in the Bolid state in fluorite-type materials

(Clausen et al 198lt Dickens et al 1983) and in silver iodide

(Eekold et al 1976). A broad component in the quasi-elastic

scattering spectrum of vc-kgl has been interpreted by Zeyher (1978)

in terms of the hydrodynamic relaxation mode associated with

ionic conduction. The observed width in molten SrCl_ is still

compatible with a model of ionic diffusion and de Gennea narrowing

at the peak of S (k) (Margaea e£ al 1984). For molten KgClg

and perhaps also CaCl , on the other hand, structure in the

width of the quasi-elastic peak has been associated by HcGreevy

and Mitchell (1985b) to a softening of acoustic modes, as will be

discussed in section 4.3-3.

4.3.2 Inelastic scattering from molten alkali halidea. Aa we have

already noted in section 4.1, the inelastic scattering region

in the data 3hown in Figure 24 is analyzed in terms of the total

(neutron-weighted) autocorrelation spectrum of longitudinal

currents, which by particle conservation is

cjdc.u) = w2ST(k,u)A
2 . (4^6)

Experiments on igotopically substituted alkali halides have ao

far allowed only a partial resolution of this spectrum into its

components. We shall focus the discussion on the work of McGreevy

37et al (1985) on molten CsCl, using 9amples enriched in Cl or

-0U-

Cl isotopes in addition to a sample at natural isotopic composition.

The ionic masses and scattering amplitudes in CB cl are

such that the scattering is predominantly due to mass fluctua-

tions. Charge and mass fluctuations give instead comparable

contributions to scattering from Cl-enriched and natural

samples. Within presently attainable statistical accuracy, only

first-order difference spectra between the Cl-enriched sample

and the others can be derived from the measured spectra. The

first-order difference spectra derived by McGreevy et al are

primarily the rcass-mass and charge-charge longitudinal current

spectra,

and
(4.27)

(4.Z8)

aside from corrections due to incoherent scattering and to the

cross-current spectrum CT fk,<J). It seems reasonable to assume

that these contributions should not greatly affect the main

features of the first-order difference spectra, which would then

primarily reflect in their structure the 'acoustic modes' and

•optic modes' associated with cMM(
!t»t') end coof

k»w'*

The main results of the experiment, which parallel earlier

results on molten HbCl (McGreevy and Mitchell 1982b), are that

C~ (k,*»0 is generally higher and narrower than ClL,(k,u) and peaks

at higher energy, over a range of wavenumber from 1 to 4 A

approximately, 'Dispersion curves' of the two modes can be obtained

by plotting the spectral peak frequencies aa functions of wave-

number, as shown in Figure 27. The two modes are well separated

in energy and have relatively flat dispersion, with suggestive

correlations with liquid structure (peaks in 3 (k) and S (k)
°-l °-l „ Q Q *~

at 1.4 A and 2.0 A , see Table 1) and with crystalline vibra-

tions! frequencies (zone—centre LO phonon at ISmeV);
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4.3.3 Inelastic scattering froi nlkaline-earth chlorides. For

molten SrCl, Margaca e£ al (1984) have succeeded in obtaining

second-order difference spectra by isotopic substitution, thus

achieving resolution into partial longitudinal current spectra

after correction for incoherent scattering. The results are

exanined fro* the alternative viewpoints of mass-charge and

species-species correlations.

Though the coupling between, mass and charge currents is

strong, C,_,(k,i*) and C (kru)) still describe broad modes with a

general behaviour similar to that reported for alkali halides

and showing correspondence with longitudinal phonon frequencies

in the crystal. Preliminary information on these modes outside

the experimentally explored (<*»,k) region comes from simulation

work of>de Leeuw (1976, 1979) in a RI model. Propagating mass

and charge modes are found at low k, the latter being in approx-

imate correspondence with the infrared-active LO mode in the

crystal. There seems to be no trace of a third long-wavelength

mode, which may correspond to the zone-centre Raman-active

mode in the crystal - though a remarkable spectral feature is

the presence of two peak3 in CTlfk,u>) over an intermediate range

of k. As will also be clear from the discussion of light scattering

from superionic and -nolten SrCl- in section 4.4.4, more work

(in particular, infrared absorption and neutron scattering at

longer wavelengths and higher energies) would be useful to further

unravel the rather complex dynamical behaviour of this system.

Different aspects of collective ionic dynamics in molten

SrCl- emerge from the measured neutron scattering spectra for

species-species correlations. In particular, two additional

spectral structures are seen to be associated with both C (k,u))

and C (k,u)), these structures being in fact already present in
+- #

the superionic state of the material. They thus appear to reflect

a specific dynamical behaviour of the anions, which arises as

the anionic sublattice becomes disordered across the superionic

transition and persists across melting.

Such spectral features are not observed in molten
c

and CaCl2, which do not have a fast-ion conducting state before

melting (McGreevy and Mitchell 1985b). Prom total scattering

intensity data at constant scattering angle on KgCl?, where the

scattering is predominantly due to mass fluctuations, evidence

is presented for the softening of an acoustic mode in the range
°—1

1.5<k<1.8 A . This leads also to a maxinwn in the width of the

quasi-elastic peak at k s 1.8 A~ , followed by *. narrowing fit

higher k.

4>3.4 Dynamics of concentration fluctuations in liouid Li Pb.

Following the neutron diffraction experiments of Ruppersberg and

Heiter (1982, see section 3.4.3), Soltwisch et al (1983) have

measured the puasi-elastic scattering from liquid Li.Pb at three

temperatures. The coherent scattering intensity of the alloy at

the indicated isotopic composition of Li is determined solely by

concentration fluctuations. A perspective view of their data is

reported in Figure 28. The puasi-elastic scattering clearly

exhibits a strongly peaked structure centred at k s 1.5 A" ,

which corresponds to the peak in S (k).
c c

A diffusional interpretation of the data at low k, where the
7

incoherent scattering from Li dominates, yields a selfdiffusion

coefficient for Li which is appreciably lower than in the pure

liquid metal and has a much higher rwarent activation energy.

Microscopic interdiffusion accounts for the observed features

of the overall coherent scattering spectrur:, deternined by 5 (k,ti)
c c

as already noted. The interpretation extends to arbitrary k the

hydrodynamic expression for 3 (Vc,*O,
S (k,u>)/3 (k)
CC CC

(Dk2A>}[->2 + (Dk 2) 2]" (4.29)

(Cohen et al 1971, Bhatia et al 1974), by introducing a k-denendent

interdiffusion coefficient D(k), related in a simple approximate

way to the selfdiffusion constants of the connonents and to the

liquid structure by



D(k) = e(l - c)5/Scc(k) , (4.30)

with 5 = cDT. +• (l-c)D-, end c the Pb concentration. This also

allows a rather precise description of the elastic structure

factor through

5cc(k,0) a. j\«(l - c) Dk J~~S (k) . (4.33)

A k-dependent lifetime r (k) <"or local intersnecies order is
c

deri-red »s

T c ° ° - ™ s
c e

(' t' C ) / See f 1 0' ~ Sce(k)/[c(l-c)5k
2] , (4.32)

this lifetime being of the order of a picosecond b.it showing

appreciable retardation at the peak of S (k).

cc

A more detailed mrlysis of the data i3 also offered in

terms of a fiori nerrary function involving a fast and a slow

k-dependent relaxation channel, in analogy with an earlier

analysis of simulation data on nolten NaCl by Adrms e£ al (1977,

see section 4.3.5 below). A specific contribution to tLie 1'r et
°—1

channel e.t k<l A arrears to indicate a role of conduction

electrons in the relaxational dynamics of concentration fluc-

tuations at ravelengths longer than the electron screening length.

An inverse screening length Xi1.1 A~ , appreciably smaller than

the free electron value because of the reduced density of states

at the Perr.ii level, ras derived by Copestake e_t al (1983) in

their modelling of lirruid structure for this system.

Helevant simulation work on the iodel of Copestake e_t al has

been presented by Jacucci e_t al (1984). The sirrrilation s-icceeds

in establishing satisfactory contact T/ith the cuasi-elastic

scattering data of Soltwlsch e_t £a. In addition it shows the

presence of a propagating interdi^Tusion mode, lying outside the

frequency range of the experiment. The mode may be described as

a collective oscillation of the Li atoms around essentially

Pb ato-ia (\, K 30f\-) and shors linear dispersion at
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lov- k before flattening at k>l A". Ronchetti and J^cucci (1985»

to be published) 7.i-;;:est r. srdtch-over from an optic-type to ?n

acoustic-type dispersion once electronic screening becomes

operative for k < X .

4.3.5 5iau.lg.tion and theory of Tiicroscô ic current fluctuations

in molten s?lt models. '-Ye return ne:;t to simple molten salts for

a discussion of the afore-mentioned sins.ilf.tion rork of Adf^s et_

al (1977) i P-hich reports spectr?. for na33 and charge currents of

both longitudinal and transverse character in ,i RI model of molten

NaCl (see Figure 29 for an illustration). The spectra show (i)

a well-defined high freouency peak in SQQ(k,u), corresponding

to a propagating LO mode at a frequency close to that of the LO

phonon in the crystal at low k and persisting up to the main

peak in Snn(k); (ii) propagating shear waves down to a few tenths

of an A~~; and (iii) a broad peak for trnnsverse electric currents

at a freruency close to that of TO phonons at low k. No propagating
°—1

acoustic mode is found in X (k,"*) dorm to ki 0.3 A . The most

interesting aspect of this work for microscopic theory 1 B the

analysis of the results in terms of the relaxation structure of

the appropriate memory functions (cf eons (4.19) and (4.?0) for

longitudinal currents). An adequate fit of the data remiire3 two

decay processes, i.e. a rapid initial decay and a long-lasting

nuasi-exponential tail, the i-iportance of the tail decreasing with

increasing k. The tv.'o transverse and-the two longitudinal menory

functions become increasingly alike rath increasing k, as •.•'.coYstic1

and 'optic' fluctuations gradually ^erge into single-pp.rticle

motions.

In broad terms, a long-lasting tail in a nerrwry fanction is

expected to arise from dynamical events involving large numbers

of ions, whereas a rapid decay should primarily reflect the effect

of binary collisions on a shorter time scale (Levesoue and Verlet

1970, Schofield 1974). Detailed theoretical calculations have been
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given for a symmetric nodel of molten alkali hp.lides from two

alternative viewpoints, previoualy developed for si"iple nonatomic

fluids by Boase et al (1978) and by SjOgren and Sjfllander (1978)

and SjBdin and SjOlander (1978). Yfe shall focus in the following

on the evaluation of the imiMry function (̂k,vJ) in eon (4.20) by

these two approaches.

In the former approach, the crucial puantity is a relaxation

kernel which in essence accounts selfconsistently for decay of

each modes into pairs of modes, the word 'mode' indicating in

this context the whole spectral function. Selection rules in the

symmetric model allow only three such decay channels for an LO

mode, two of which involve a transverse mode (LO •* LA+ TO and

LO •+ LO + TA) while the third channel yields two longitudinal

outgoing modes (LO •* LO + LA). The fomer channels are most

effective at lov frecuency while the third is most effctive at

high freouency (Chaturvedi et al 1980, Bosse and Munakata 198V
F

MunaJcata and Bosse 1983). V/ith this approach Bosse and Munakata

achieve a good account of sinwlation data for the symmetric model,

including the rather subtle fact that the width of the propagating

mode in S .(k,") seens to narrow at intermediate values of k

before finally broadening and disappearing. According to recent

work of Bosse and Krieger (1985, to be published), the spectral

characteristics of the memory functions in a simple molten salt

indicate already an enhanced tendency to glass formation, the

glassy state being associated with the emergence of an elastic

scattering singularity (for discussions of the liouid-glasa

transition P.S a result of dynamical feedback in a mode-coupling

approach, aee Leutheuser 1984, Bengtseliua et al 1984, Das el;

al 1985).

The approach stemming from the ivork of SjOlander e_t al, on

the other hand, draws attention to processes of diffusion in the

liquid and to the dynamics of the correlation hole surrounding

a 'tagged particle' in the liouid. Far away from the tagged

particle, its effect can essentially be described by linear

response theory and expressed through the hydrodynamic modes of

the liquid. Close to the ta^ed particle, this 'backflow' effect

is strongly modified by the local structure. The result of the

theory is to relate the dynamics of density fluctuations to the

dynamics of single particles in interaction with their bath and

to a local field function, involving licuict structure as well as

dynamical contributions which can be determined selfconsistently.

Iwo time scales for relaxation arise indeed in this 3"-roach from

binary collisions leading to rapid decay of meraory and from

collective mode couplings leading to long-lasting tails. Detailed

calculations of the dynamics of charge and mass fluctuations and

of the autocorrelation functions of particle velocity and total

electric current have been presented by SjOgren end Yoshida (1982)

for the syrraetric -nodel.

As a last corment on these dyruvnical spectra of molten salts,

we should recall the sensitivity of the results of phonon calcul-

ations to interionic force models, especially for optic phonons.

Effects of electronic core polarizability in the collective

dynamics of the liquid have been examined in detail by Dixon

(1983b, c) by a comparative simulation study of a HI and a PI

model of molten Nal. He reports substantial effects in the spectrum

of charge fluctuations and the associated spectrum of longitudinal

currents; in particular, the propagating mode in 3Qo(ktw' becomes

appreciably lowered in frer.vency and less v/ell resolved in the PI

model. Significant changes are also found in the -spectrum of

longitudinal >aass currents, v.hile little effect is seen in the

spectrum of transverse electric currents.

4.3.6 Simulation and theory of ionic trnjignort. A number of simul-

ation results are also available for transport coefficients and

generalized transport functions in various molten salt models.

We refer in particular to the rork of Ciccotti e_t al (1976) and

Jacucci et e.l (1976), from which the nunericnl results for transport

M.



eoef.?icii'i"tr yl.o'w. in Tr.ble 11 hrve teen t.-J:on. ?.i» sensitlvit;*1 of

the results to the inclusion of electronic polarizability in the

model is illustrated for KI. The relation between the selfdiffusion

coefficients and the d.c. conductivity mr.y be v.-ritten

cr = (ne2/2k3?)(D+ + 3j(l - A ) (4.35

wliere the corrective factor (l - A ) to the Ilernst-Einstein rei-.tion

is due to dyiifinie correlations. 1 positive vrvlvie of &., ?.3 reported

fron experiment in Trble 11, cle?.r!,y reflects p. tendency of ions of

opposite charge to be dragged clong in the notion of e. given ion.

The tine dependence of the velocity autocorrelation function

as obtained fro.-t the simulation v;ork reflects the niechpnian3 by

rhich the momentum initially residing; on a particle is being dissi-

pated as it meanders through the lir'iid. Gaskell and Voolfson

(1982, 1983a and b) and Munakata (1983) have discussed theoretically

these processes: vhereas the main mechanism for dissipation of particle'

momentum in a symmetric model is through coupling to mass current

fluctuations, a channel involving electric current fluctuations

contributes otherwise and leads to a marked oscillatory behaviour

(e.g. for Li in LiF).

The dependence of diffusion coefficients on ionic classes has

practical relevance to isotopic separation by electroTiTrption.

In simulation work on molten Li3rr L.intelme et_ al (1977) find

that the data can be accounted for by ,1 perturbative theory which

treats the differences in the inverse snup.re roots of the nesses

to second order. The quantitative variation of the diffusion

coefficients r.lth ionic "?.ss is souewhat smaller than one rould

expect from binary collision theory, v:here D is inversely propor-

tional to the stiu.'re root of the reduced IASS.

4.4 Reflectivity and light scattering spectra

The interaction of electromagnetic waves with natter can

lie written at sufficiently long wavelengths in the form

).£(r,t) + jE(r,t).«(r,t).B(r,t)]

+ higher order terms (4.34)

where B ia the electric field vector of the incident electro-

magnetic field, jj_ is the dipole moment and * is the effective

polarizability tensor (see e.g. Volino 1977). For a simple ionic

material, the first term in eqn (4.34) gives ri3e to infrared

absorption and reflectivity through ionic dipole moments induced

by ionic motions, whereas the second term gives rise to Brillouin

scattering and to Raman scattering through the modulation of the

polarizability tensor by sound wavea and toy microscopic ionic

motions, respectively. A nu-iber of experimental studies of molten

salts by these techniques give information on their dynamical

behaviour which is complementary to that available from neutron

inelastic scattering experiments.

4.4.1 Reflectivity apectrum. The infrared optical properties of

alkali halide crystals are directly related to the LO and TO

vibrational frequencies at the zone centre. The reflectivity

coefficient R(<J) ia ideally equal to unity (i.e. there is complete

reflection) in the frequency range between CA,Q and uJ ; in reality,

anharmonicity introduces a freruency-dependent damping of the

ideal modea and hence some frepuency-dependent decrease of R(*»0

from its ideal value (see e.g. Bilz 1966). Figure 30 reports the

observed reflectivity spectra of LiF in the cold and hot solid

and in the liauid, from data of Jasperse et al (1966) and of

Mead (1974), aa well as those of Agl across its superionic and

melting transitions, from d«ta of Brtlesch et al (1976).
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The observed R(to) of LiF at 7.5K in Figure 30 is clearly

quite close "to the ideal behaviour mentioned above and immediately

allows one to locate the Hone-centre LO mode in its high frequency

edge, at a frequency slightly below 700 em" . The effect of heating

in the solid phase ia seen to be quite strong in reducing the

reflectance and in shifting and broadening the edge of the spectrum.

is related to the complex refractive index N(«) =* ntO + iK(«*)

of the material by

1 - H

m (n+l) + K
(4.351

The standard analysis of the reflectivity spectrum uses the

Kramers-Kronig relations to obtain N(*>) and hence the complex,

frequency-dependent dielectric function £(<•») = N (ta) in the

frequency range covered by the measurement. The freruency-dependent

conductivity u(<u) discussed in section 4.2 follov.-s fron

EW = t + ̂ -wM . (4.36)

Alternatively, the charge-charge structure factor S (k,u>) in the

limit k •* 0 can be obtained from 6(UJ) through the classical

fluctuation-dissipation theorem.

This expression relates a sharp edge in R(u;) to a propagating

mode of LO character appearing as a sharp peak in S (k,«J) p.t

long wavelength.

All the reflectivity data shown in Figure 30 can be accurately

fitted by using eqn (4.2 5) for (T(<4) with the expression

o(0,u>) = <* + ji(_iu+f )~
X (4.38)

for the corresponding roe-nory function f(O,<J). This empirical

formula in essence describes an interpolation between an ionic

insulator with a damped LO mode at frequency (̂  + 4"nne /em) and

a Drude ionic conductor. As a result of this analysis of the

reflectivity data for molten LiF, a broad propagating LO mode ia

found at a freouency of about 600 cm" , with a spectral shape

for the function in eqn (4.37) which is qualitatively similar to

that shown for 3 (k,w) in Figure 29 from simulation data

(Giaquinta e_t al 1978a). The increase in S (k,O) at low frequency

in Figure 29 appears from this analysis to be due to essentially

hydrodynamic ionic conduction. A siinilar analysis of the data

on Agl, on the other hand, indicates that the LO mode is already

almost overdamped in the superionic phase (Gieouinta £t al 1977).

Similarly for AgCl, from reflectivity data of Brtlesch et al (1976),

overdamping of the LO mode on melting is indicated. A strong

effect of electronic core polarization in the silver h^lides may

be responsible for lowering the LO node into a frequency range

where diffusive motions lead to overdfnping (see section 4.3.5).

Finally, from a knowledge of the frequency-dependent conduc-

tivity it is possible to proceed by standard methods to examine

the effects of retardation on the transverse optic nodes, i.e.

to derive the polariton br«.nches of the ionic lieuid for coupled

propagation of electromagnetic waves and trf-nsverse ionic currents

(Glaquinta et al 1978b). In LiP the main effect of melting, in

addition to an appreciable broadening of the polariton branches,

is to turn the lower branch at low frenuency into a pure relaxation

mode, as can be expected fron the hydrodynamic behaviour shovm in

eqn (4.23). The Brillouin scattering peaks from molten salts, to

which we turn immediately below, are indeed seen to be superposed

on a broad background joining with the Iteraan scattering spectrum

with increasing freouency.

4.4.2 Brillouin scattering. The general form of eon (4.6) still

holds for Rayleigh-Brillouin light scattering, but the scattering

amplitudes are replaced by expressions involving the dependence

of the dielectric constant on densities and temperature (see e.g.
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Berne and Pecora 1976). According to the discussion of the hydro-

dynamic structure factors in section 4.2, in a good io"ie conductor

the low-frequency inolr.rjtic lettering spectL\i:.; is erected to

consist of a central Rayleigh peak and a Brillouin doublet as

for a monatcnic licruid, but superposed on a broad background due

to ionic conduction. The freouency and width of the Brillouin

lines thus yield the adiabatic speed of sound and the 3ound

attenuation coefficient in a frequency range not attainable by

ultrasonic techniques.

determined by the double Fourier transform of the autocorrelation

of the polarizability tensor *(rft) entering the second term in

eqn (4.34)» namely

V/e refer here in particular to the recent high-resolution

measurements of Qiu _et al (1985) on molten CsCl and on KC1 across

melting, in the freeuency range up to 10 cm" . The Brillouin Iine3

are -mien stronger and narrower in the nelt than in the hot solid

and are highly polarized, in contrast to the background which

has a high depolarization ratio as is also observed in the low

freouency range of Ranian scattering experiments extending down

to 4 cm" (sea section 4.4.4 below). There is no evidence that

slow rotations, libmtions or structural relaxations raay be

contributing to spatial fluctuations of the local order.

Figure 31 reports the observed behaviour of the Brillouin

peak freruency and T.ldth in KC1 across melting. The sound velocities

obtained from this experiment are in close agreement with those

determined ultrasonicrlly. They are smaller in the liruid by

about a factor of 2, r.hich is accounted for by the increase in

adiabatic compressibility and decrease in density across melting.

The measured width of the Brillouin line in the llmiid can largely

be accounted for in terms of the shear viscosity and a relatively

small contribution from heat conduction. A possible contribution

from bulk viscosity ap-ears to be smaller by at least an order of

magnitude than that assessed fron ultrasonic neagurecents of

sound attenuation.

4.4.3 Raman scattering from crystals, amorphous solids pjid liquids.

The differential cross-section for inelastic light scattering is

-Q6-

where T(k,u>) ia the Fourier transform of

T<lc,t} = J (dr exP(i3c.r)^[er«(0fO).£gPI.i(r,t).M> (4.40)

(see e.g. Berne and Pecora 1976). Here, (k0, £j) and (k^, E g) are

the wave vector and the polarization vector of the incident and

scattered photon, and k = k0 - k. ia the scattering waveveetor,

of very small magnitude compared with inverse interpartiele

distances. It may also be useful to disolay the expression to

which eon (4.40) reduces if one regards the system as composed of

point-like particles endowed with an effective polarizability

*< , for comparison with the expressions for neutron scattering

in section 4.1. By writing

iv) (4-41)

. (4.42)

<S(r
L

one finds

T(k,t) =

However, in a dense system the effective polarisability ̂  on

a microscopic scale still depends on the positions of all the

particles, e.g. through dipole-dipole interactions.

Inelastic li^ht scattering by phonon excitations in crystals

is very well understood (see e.g. Hayes and Loudon 1978, Rodriguez

and Hamdas 1985). A direct analysis of £(r,t) into normal mode

coordinates yields an expansion of the cross-section into succes-

sively higher phonon processes, the leading tern being the emission

or absorption of a phonon near the zone centre with the usual

thermal population weight factors. This term includes the Brillouin

scattering from acoustic phonons as well as scattering from

zone-centre optic phonons, whenever allowed by selection rule3.

In particular, for a centrosyunetric crystal complementary inform-

T



ation comes from infrared absorption and from Raman 3pectroscopy,

in that odd-parity modes ?re seen in the forner pj-id even^pnrity

nodes in the latter. Thus one-phonon Raman scattering is forbidden

in crystalline alkali he.lides, which are instead pctive in the

infrared (see section 4.4.1). Fluorite-type crystals have both

IR-active and Raman-active zone-centre "nodes.

Considerable progress has also been made in the theoretical

analysis of light scattering from amorphous materials {see e.g.

Brodsky 1975, JSckle 1981), since the early work of Shaker and

Ĝ Tsmon (1970). They considered scattering due to vibr?.tional

modes with a mean free path reduced by structural disorder to

being much shorter than the optical wavelength. In this situation

the momentum selection rule, which selects sone-centre phonons in

the crystal, is no longer useful! all the modes of the material

can contribute to the scattering. The discussion of Shuker and

Gp-non suggests reduction of the measured intensity by a factor,

given by (l + n(w)J/U> for the Stokes component with n(<J) the

Planck distribution. The reduced intensity may be regarded as a

superposition of bands (such as stretching or bending bsvnds), «ach

band being described by p. density of vibrational states gh(**0

and by z. tensorip.l weight factor which is essentially constant

within the band.

Roman sc'tterinp data on liouid argon have been interpreted

in terras of essentially second-order processes (KcTague e_t al

1969). The mechanism which is being invoked is a dipole-induced

dipole one, in which a density fluctuation is polarized by the

incident light and interacts via the dipolar field with another

density fluctuation: the additional time-varying polarisation

scatters the light. The cross-section is determined by a four-point

density correlation function, approximated by the product

S(-k*, (O-u')S(k', io') of van Hove structure factors.

Useful information on possible scattering mechanisms in
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liquids is provided by the depolarization ratio P. =

between the intensities of scattered light polarized in a direetion

perpendicular or parallel to the polarization of the incident

beam. The polarized intensity is related to the diagonal element

of the polarizability tensor and the depolarized intensity to

the off-diagonp.l one, these being the only distinct elements

because of licuid isotropy. A primary signature of the dipole-

induced dipole "nechanisn is e. high value of P., the afore-mentioned

measurements on liouid arcon yielding e, = 0.7" ±0.02 against

the aipocisu.i allowed value f, = 3/4.

4.4.4 Hampji scattering from molten salts. Among fluorlte-type

alkaline-earth hr.lide3, detailed information on vibratioriRl modes

in the solid is available for 5rCl_ from neutron inelastic

scattering (Sadoc e_t al 1976) and fron infrared and Raman spectro-

scopy (Denham «st al 1973, Elliott ,e_t al 1978). At room temperature,

a Raman-active mode due to antiphase notions of the two anion

sublattices is found at about 183 cm" , while an IE-active TO

mode at about 145 cm" , with an accompanying LO mode at about

240 cm 1 is due to the motion of the cations against the cage of

onions. Elliott et al have studied the behaviour of the Raman

spectrum with heating in the solid phase. The peak freauency of

the Raman susceptibility (defined as the measured scattering

divided by 1 + n(*>)) shifts steadily downwards with increasing

temperature and the linewidth broadens very rapidly across the

superionic transition (see Figure 32)• As is seen in the Figure, a

detailed account of these data can be ^iven in terms of anharmo-

nicity supplevented by defect-induced scattering above the

transition. The observed peak frequency is down to about 150 cm

at temperatures close to melting.

A shoulder at 144 cm" is still observed in the polarized

scattering intensity from molten SrCT_, as measured by Bunten et al

(1985). The measured polarized intensity for this and other
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molten alkaline-earth chlorides is shown in Figure Z3' a shoulder

is seen also in the spectra of CaCl and Bad , while molten

MgCl2 displays a definite peak at about 204 cm" . The spectrum

of CaCl2 shows sensitivity to further increase of temperature,

suggesting that gradual changes in liouid structure may be taking

place with heating.

Similar data are reported by Bunten et al for the depolarized

spectra and hence for the depolarization ratio ?rtfco). This is

fairly high at low frequency, in the range 0.5+0.6 depending on

the material, but decreases to rather low values with increasing

freouency. In particular the spectral peak in MgCl ia strongly

polarized, with f tiO.07. There is a general trend of f to

increase with the polarizability of the cation.

Bunten £t al analyze their data in detail to obtain first

by Fourier inversion the functions T(k,t) of eon (4.40) at k^-0

and to propose then an interpretation of their observations.

Aside fron second-order processes contributing mostly in high

freauency tails, first order scattering by a broad mode in the

region of the observed shoulder or peak and by ionic conduction

in the low frequency region is proposed. The low frequency part

of the spectra can be represented by a quasi-exponential decay

with a time constant of the order of a picosecond, i.e. of the

correct magnitude to be interpreted as a hydrodynamie current

relaxation time given by £/?T.

Raman spectra have been reported also for molten alkali

halidea. The scattering in the crystal is due to two-phonon

processes (Pott3 et al 1973) and the scattered intensity increases

on heating relatively more rapidly in the spectral region where

combinations of acou3tic modes mostly contribute (Ciergiel et aX_

1984). The spectra are rather structureless in the melt, except

for a broad shoulder observed in the iodides (Mitchell and Raptis

1963, Rnptis et, al I983). The depolarization of the scattered

light is again low in the inelastic region, ydth a trend to

increase from Na to Cs salts. These observations clearly distinguish

the scattering from that of liquid argon mentioned in section lt.̂ ,3.

Reduced-intensity spectra, constructed by the prescription of Shuker

and Gammon for amorphous materials, show broad bands with peaks in

correspondence with main vibrational frequencies in the solid state.

5. Concluding remarks

In this article v/e have attempted to give a broad overview

of the remarkable progress that has been made over the last

decade in the microscopic investigation of dsnse ionic liquids.

This progress has been allowed "by specific advances in experimental

and aimulational techniques and by ability in carrying out

sophisticated physical experiments of high quantitative accuracy

on corrosive high-temperature materials.

The two main themes that we have stressed in this review

as underlying and unifying the many separate studies of specific

systems, are the modifications of physical properties of materials

brought about by structural disorder and diffusion, and the

physical mnnifcitations of bonding ch.-ir.-icter ,13 it evolves from

ionic to covalant or metallic. It will be clenr to the reader

that, though the present sn&pshot was t?ken at a time when a

number of important basic facts are already well established,

further developments are still, to be expected.

A broadly consistent picture is by now available for the

alkali halides across melting from experiment, simulation, and
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•theory. Full experimental characterization of structural and

dynamical behaviour of these materials in the melt awaits neutron,

scattering experiments at low momentum transfer and high energy

transfer. These data can be e-.pected to become available in the

near future through the use of the neutron facility at the

Rutherford Laboratory and will most likely provide new sti^lus

to siraulationel and theoretical efforts. Renewed attempts at

refining the Quantitative description of interionic forces in

these systems are likely to profit from quantum mechanical

calculations and experimental work on small ionic clusters.

The noble -netal halides and fluorite-type alkaline-earth

halides present added motive of interest in their extensive

premelting phenomena. At the same time, a description in terms

of essentially ionic models is atill reasonable for these mate-

rials. Decreasing ionicity and increasing bond directionality-

become progressively manifest as one moves across different

compounds in the plane illustrated in our Figure 10. There is

ample room in this area for the development of phenomenological

models for interatomic forces, with the help of the newly

available liquid-state data. A number of experiments have brought

to light changes in physical behaviour which go with changes in

bonding character, and a closer interplay between theory, simul-

ation and experiment ou^ht to be rewarding.

While the inclusion of bond directionality remains one of

the outstanding problems in liquid state theory, considerable

progress can more easily be made in understanding both the

evolution of bonding from ionic to metallic and the formation

of chemical order in alloys. Here again is an area of research

where a combination of refined experimental work and simple

theoretical concepts taken over from solid state physics is

bearing fruit.
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Table 1. Structural properties of molten alkali chlorides near freeling fro

neutron diffraction, computer simulation and theory *

Table 2. Specific volume and configurational energy of solid and liquid alkali

chlorldes'near the melting point at atmospheric pressure (Adams

and McDonald 1974, 1975)

System

LICi

HmCt

KCl

RbCl

Method
(reference)

Expt (1)
Simul-RI(6)
Theory-Rl(8)

Expt(2)
SimuURI(7)
Stmul-Pl(6)
Theory-RKS)

Expt(3)
Slmul-RI(6)
Slmul-Pl(6>
Theory-Rl(8)

Slmul-RI<6)
Simul-Pt(6)
Th«ory-RI(8)

E*pt(5)
Simul-Rl(b)
Simul-PI{6)
Theory-RI(8)

1.9

1.8

1.75

1-6

1.6

1.5

1.5

1.4

3.4

2.6

2.8

2.3

2 .4

2 .1

2.2

2.0

2.2

r (A)
• -

2.45
2.2
2.2

2.78

2.6
2.J
2.6

3.06

2.9
3.0
2.9

3.2
3.1
3.1
3.1

3.4
3.3
3.4
3.2

r (A)
4- +

3.8
3.7
3.75

3,96
4.0
4.0
4.0

4.8
4.4
4.4
4.5

4.9
4.5
4.7
4.6

4.95
4.8
4.8
4.8

r _(A

3.8
3.7
3.75

3.91
4.0
4.0
4.0

4.8
4.5
4.5
4.5

4.8
4.7
4.6
4.6

4.85
4.8
4.8
4.8

T(K) V ,(<m3/mal) V,, (cra'/nol) E ,-E(2980<kJ/nDl)

»1 Uq «ol

LiCt 883 22.8(22.4) 30.4(28.2) 18.0(17.3)

KaCi 1073 31.4(30.0) 39.7(37,6) 25.8(25.0)

KCZ 1045 42.5(41.6) 53.1(48.8) 24.2(24.0)

RbCl 995 47.9(47.2) 58.7(53.9) 22.3(20.8)

(») Measured values In parentheses.

E - E(298K)(kJ/nol)
liq

36.9(37.2) .

52.7(53-0)

51.0(50.6)

50.8(39.2)

* The neanlng of the symbols Is: kg , position of main peaks In SKS(k) and main
valley In S (k) ; k , position of main peak In S (k) ; rft- , positions

of main peak in g J.i) .

(1) Levy et al. (1960).
(2) Biggin and Enderby (1982).
(3) Perrlen and Dupuy (1975).
(4) Mitchell et al. (1976).
(5) Locke et al. (1985).
(6) DUon and GUlan (1981), based on rigid Ion (HI) and polarliable Ion (PI) model*.
(7) Lewis et al. (1975).
(8) Ballone et al. (1984), using the RI pair potentials of the simulation work.
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Table 3 . Ca»pirl>cii b«tw»«n theqri< nd simulation for thermodynamlc properties

of molten alkali chlorides near freetlng
( a )

Table 4. Thentiodynanilc properties of molten NaCJ and KCt neac freezing

LICi

N a C l

KC2

HbCl

CsCj.

HNC

MHNC

S l m u l .

HNC

HHNC

Simul.

HNC

HHNC

S l m u l .

HNC

MHNC

S l m u l .

HNC

HHNC

Slnul.

P(kbar)

7.7
0.3
1.8

7.2
1.2
l.Z

5.3
1.4
1.4

6.0
2.0
z.o

4.7
1.5
1.0

IkJ/mol)

-766.2
-769.6
-771.1

-684.6
-691.9
-694.Z

-619.3
-625.2
-626.4

-602.4
-609.2
-610.4

-582.5
-589.3
-590.5

U (kJ/aol)
c

-927.1
-919.1

-

-807.4
-804.7

-

-723.2
-722.4

-

-690.2
-690.4

-

-664.0
-46J.3

U (kj/mol)
ir

134.8
123.3

95.8
86.0

77.9
71.1

63.4
56.9

57.3
51.6

IF (kj/mot)«xc

i t <kbar)

VaCl (1148K)

Theory Expt

-713,8 -714.3

1.3 0.0

' -12 2 - I
•- K (10 en dyn ) 31.7 32.4

KCt (1043K)

Theory Expc

-649.4 -650.5

1.3 0.0

39.0 36.7

(a) The theoretical remit* are obtained In che HHNC at the aeasured

ato»*pherlc-pressure density. The matured excess Internal energy

U Is taken fron data reported by Adams and McDonald (1974, 1975)
*xc

with a correction for differences In temperature; the measured coopres-

tlblllcy Kf Is from the compilation of Jam (1967). Fron Halescio

ct al. (1985).

The theoretical results, based on the HNC and on the modified HNC described

In the t«xt, refer to the same density, temperature and HI potentials used In

the simulation work, the latter being by Dlxon and Gillan (1981). The contri-

butions to the Internal energy [I from Coulombtc Interactions (U ) and over-

lap plus van der Waals terms (U ) are also shown. Fron Ballone et al.(1984 b).
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Table 5. Hatn featurn of the radiil distributing ol molttn dlvalfnt-catlon chlorldtl (a)

g^Cr)

s (r)

Cation

Zn

*g

Ca

Sr

Ba

Zn

Mg
Mn

Ca

Sr

Ba

Zn

Wg

Mn

Ca

Sr

Ba

Temp.
<°C)

327

725

620

925

1025

327

725

700

820

925

1025

327

725

700

820

925

1025

Position of
l*e peak

3.8

3.8

3.6

4.95

4.9

3.71

3.56

3.58

3.73

3.80

3.86

2.29

2.42

2.50

2.78

2.9

3.1

Height Df

I*1 peak

3.1

«2.5

2.5

1.6

1.7

3.1

*v 2.4

2.4

1.9

1.7

5.2

~ 4.4

-

4.2

2.9

3.4

Hteght of
1st minimum

0.0

-

O.t

0.7

0.8

0.4

-

-

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.0

0.0

-

0.1

0.3

0.3

Coordination
number
n n
n c

4.7

~>5,

4.2

13.6

14.0

6.6

^ 1 2 .

> 8 . 4

7.8

9.3

7.0

4.3

-

-

5.4

6.9

7.7

4.3

4.3

4.0

5.3

5.1

6.4

LPv

(a) All distances are in A. Positions of l'c peak in MgCij and MnCi, refer to peak in r?g (r). The coordination

numbers nn and nc are Indicative of the numbers of neighbours in the various shells and of the number of close

catlon-anlon contact, respecttvety.



Table 7. Urbach parameters for alkali halldes In the solid and the

molten state

KI

KBr

KCt

NaCt

RbCt

solid

0.

0.

0.

0.

830

774

,745

.741

.

Y
melt

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

65

53

63

59

51

solid melt

expt eqn.{3.2) expt eqn.{3.2)

5.89 5.78 4.71 4.60

6.84 7.06 5.51 S.62

7.83 7.77 6.22 6.20

8.02 7.96 6.25 6.33

7.51 7.53 6.05 6.04

( a )
T h e e x p e r t i w n t a l d a t a f o r y a n d tti a r e t r o n i C l a r k « t a t . ( 1 9 7 8 ) .
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Table 8. Electron spin resonance g factors In addltlvcly coloured

(H,H')X and H(X.X') solutions compared with crystalline

f-centre g factors

F-centre g factor

1.9978 *_ 0.0003

1.9958 t- 0.0001

1.9978 t_ 0.0003

1.9804 •;- 0.0006

1.9494 * 0.0006

1.9958 jt 0.0001

t.9649 * 0.0004

Liquid

(Na,K)Ct

(Na.Rb)Ct

(Ni,Rb)I

K(ct,n •

solution

* 0.06Rb

* 0.04Na

t O.OZSRa

O.O45K

g factor

1.995

1.988

1.948

1.953

•_ 0.002

*_ 0.002

• O.0O2

* 0.002

Cryst

NaC(

KCt

NaC(

RbCt

Rbl

KCt

Kl

From Nlcaloso and Freyland (1983a). The molten saLt matrices are

eutectic salt mixtures with relatively low llquldus temperature.
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Table 9. Peak energies of absorption by solvated electron In molten alkali

halides (eV)

Table 10. Critical behaviour of K-KBr compared with metal-ammonia solutions

(from Chieux et »1. (1980))

(a )

NaCl
theory expt

KCt
theory opt

KSr
theory expt

CsC*

theory expt

U 1.62 1.37 1.35 1.31 1-03
U "* 2 p 1.57*1.68 1.27+1.31 1.18*1.27

2-39 1.95 2.00 1.60 1.5S

Excepc for CsCl, the experimental values refer to the peak tm In the unresolved
absorption band at reported by various authors. Freyland et a l . (1984) give
from the available experimental data the empirical re lat ions
E * 13.0 ( r + + r _ ) - 2 - 0 3 and • tflJiT: tci-0.1 . 0 . 1 ) « , r t + r_ being the
Interionlc separation and » the thermal expansion c o e f f i c i e n t !

T (K) range of e
c

K-J!Br 0 . « 10Q0.6 . 0 . 1 } i lo"* T 2.8 x

Na-W 0.0415 241.87^0.01 1.7 x l o 2 J id

U x 10"5 i 1O"1

"1

0.61^0.01 1.21^0.02 1.60

0.509 *_ 0,01 I *_ 0,015 5.07

0.545^0.01 1.06 ± 0.015 5.07

Li-M) 0.0435 221.4*0.3 1.5 x 10^ f 2.5 x io"1 0 .50*0 .05 1 *0.1 4.7

• - 1 2 9 - -130-



Figure captions

(a)

Coipound

L1F

NaCl

Nat

Kl

RbCl

Rbl

do"5 J sec'S

13-6

10.6
(14.0)

9.4
(10.5)

4.5[7.5]

5.0
(6.6)

4.3

D_

(1O~ cm sec* )

11.3

(10.1)

6.8
(5.9)

3.7[4.3]

5.2
(5.8)

3.5

o-

(nno on )

12.t
(9.3)

4.2
(4.2)

2.5
(2.7)

1.4?[l.38]
(1.38)

t-81
(1.81)

1.09
(1.09)

n
(cP)

1.14

0.87
(0.83)

1.08
( t -ot )

1.06[0.88]
(1.40?

0.99
(0.90)

1.12
(0.96)

0.16

0.09
(0.18)

0.14
(0.08)

-0.06

-0.01
(0.15)

-0.03

(a)

Diffusion coefficient of positive (0,) and negative (D_) Ion*, d.c.

conductivity •*, shear viscosity f , and correlation factor AJ value* nejr

the triple point From computer simulation with Fuml-Tosl potential compared

with experimental values in parentheses (from Ciccotti et al. 1976). Values

in square brackets far KI Include effect of electronic polarization (from

Jaeuccl ec al. 1976).

figure 1. The partial structure factors of molten NaCl at 875°C

(from Biggin and Enderby 19B2).

Figure 2. The pair distribution functions of molten NaCl at 875°C:

full curve, £NaC1S dotted curve, * c l c l; broken curve,

KjfaNa' Prom Biggin and Enderby (1982).

Figure 3*. Inverse capacitance C~ at the point of zero charge

for molten alkali halidea in contact with liquid lead,

as a function of reduced temperature T/T . Prom data

of Craves (1370).

Figure 4» The Bhatia-Thornton structure factors S,,rt(k) and $„„(

of molten NaCl near freezing, from neutron diffraction

: data (circles) and from MHNC theory of a pair potentials

model (curves)* The location of the first few stars of

reciprocal lattice vectors of the Bad-type structure,

after adjustment of the (ill) star to the peak of

3..(k), is shown on the horizontal axis.
QQ

Pigure 5. Partial pair distribution functions of molten FTaCl near

freezing, from neutron diffraction data (circles), HI

simulation (dots) and KKNC theory (curves).

Figure 6. The 4-point bridge diagram of «qn (2.46), expressing

the effect on correlations between two particles

(circles) by the presenc* of two other correlated

particles (dots).

Figure 7. Partial structure factors of molten NaCl near freezing,

from MHNC theory of a pair potentials model (curves)

and from neutron diffraction data (circles).

-1.11-
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Figure 8. HN(t pair distribution functions for a model of molten

Car in two very different thermodynamic states, from

Ross and Rogers (1965).

Figure 9. Fair distribution functions of moltan Cud at 500°C

(from ELsenberg et al 1982).

Figure 10. Classification of crystal structures for a-p bonded,

double octet AIL compounds, the plot discriminates
..between threedi&ensional and layas^C&d') .•truta'vo
and between different coonfinarcxomr xrn pamuwcaai)!
Kiapiacejoenta occur only for Ife halides. Prom Andreoni (1985

Figure 11. Partial structure factors of molten SrCla near freezing,

from neutron diffraction data of McGreevy and Mitchell

(1982, circles), RI simulation of de Leeuw (1978b,

dots) and MHHC theory (curves), the location of the

first few stars of reciprocal lattice vectors of the

fluorlte-type structure is indicated, after adjustment

of the (ill) star to the peak of S (k)i

Figure 12. The pair distribution functions of molten ZnCTL at

327°C: full curve, g ^ ^ ; dotted curve, eZjiZnt

broken curve, gffl . From Biggin and Enderby (1981a).

Figure 13. Illustrating the behaviour of the fundamental optical

absorption (a, from Hollwo 1945) and of the F-centre

absorption (b, from Freyland et al 1984) in alkali

halides across meltingl

Figure 14. Electron-K+ pair distribution function in a model of

K-EC1 (redrawn with smoothing of fluctuations from

molecular dynamics results of Parrinello and Rahman

1984). The vertical bars indicate the distances from

the origin at which the e-K coordination number

reaches the given values.

Figure 15. Phase diagrams for K-KC1 (a) and for Ca-I (b). The

upper curve, with scale on the right-hand side of

each figure, reports the electrical conductivity from

data (dots and full curves) and from estimates (broken

curves).

Figure 16. Excess magnetic susceptibility of metal-molten salt

solutions at llOO'C, in units of the Pauli susceptibility of

the metal, as a function of metal concentration x̂ ..

The empty sauare on the vertical axis shows the Curie

susceptibility of an isolated spin, while the bars near

the top of the figure give ranges of concentration in

which the electrical conductivity of the solutions

has the indicated values. From Nicoloso and Freyland

(1983b).

Figure 17. Electrical conductivity vs concentration for Cs-CsAu

(triangles), Cs-Cal (dots) and Cs-CsCl (circles) at

65O°C. From Sotier et al (1984).

Figure 18. Reduced neutron diffraction pattern S(k) of liquid

Cs-CaAu at various concentrations (from Martin et al 1980K
!
' Figure 19. Calculated density of electron states g(E) in liquid

Cs-Au at 600°C (from Pranz et al 1980). (a) g(E) vs

energy at 30 (A), 40 (B) 50 (C) and 60 (D) at £ Au.

The shaded areas indicate the occupied 3tates. (b) g(E)

at the Fermi energy E^ as a function of concentration.

The straight line is the linear interpolation between

the values calculated for the pure liouidai

Figure 20. Density of states at the Fermi energy (crosses joined

by broken curve) and width of the gap (dots joined by

full curve) for 3toichioroetric alkali-gold alloys, as

functions of the ratio jiE/<t>. From Holzey et al (1982).
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Figure 21. Electrical resistivity ? (top) and i t s temperature

derivative (bottom) for liouid alkali-Pb systems

(a, from Heijer et al 1985) and for Na-Sn (b, fron

van der Lugt and Geertsraa 1984).

Figure 22. The concentration-concentration pair function 4nr g (r)
~ "cc

as determined by neutron diffraction from liouid
Li.Pb at 995K (full curve), 1O75K (broken curve) and

4
1225K (dotted curve). From Ruppersberg and Reiter (1982).

Figure 23. Partial pair distribution functions in liouid NiTe,

and KiTe at 93OC: full curves, £„.„ ; broken curves,
eNiNi; dotted cutest STeTe« Prom Nguyen et al (1982).

Figure 24. Neutron scattering intensities from HbCl at a scattering

angle 9" = 111.6°. The curves, in ascending order, are

at temperatures of 298K and 873K (solid), 1O23K and

1173K (limiid). The vertical scf.le is shifted by 0.001

between each curve. From HcGreevy et_ al (1984).

Figure 25. Frequency of the peak in u Sj_j(k,O) versus" wavenumber

in molten RbBr, from inelastic neutron scattering

experiments (circles and crosses, Price and Copley

1975) and from computer simulation (dots joined by

segments, Copley and Rahman 1976).

Figure 26. Full width at half height of ST(k,w) in molten Nal at

973K from neutron scattering (dots) compared with RI

simulation results (crosses) and with simple diffusion

(full curve). From McCreevy et_ al (1984).

Figure 27. Peak positions of u S^/kjU) (G) and U S (k,u) (a)
— a ^? 2 "^ «.

at constant k and of LJ ST(k,ul)/k at constant v (v)

versus wavenumber, from neutron scattering data on

molten CsCl. Frow KcGreevy et_ al (1985).

Figure ?8. Symmetrized experimental scattering lawa of liquid
7Li 0 > 8 oPb 0 t 2 0 at 1023K, 1098K and 1173K from left to

right. Prom Soltwisch et al (1983).

Figure 29. Spectra of transverse mass currents (a) and transverse

charge currents (b), and S00(k,-») (c and d), at selected
0

values of k for a RI model of molten Nad (a = 1.979 A

and u) 4.4OxlO13 s" 1). The full lines show the

results of the fit described in the text. From Adruns

et al (1977).

Figure 30. Reflectivity spectra of LiF and Agl. From data of

Jasperse e_t al (1966), Kead (1974) pud Brtlesch et al (1976).

Figure 31. Temperature dependence of Brillouin shift (a) and line-

width (b) in KC1 across nelting. From Qiu et al (1985).

Figure 32* Measured (dots) end calculated (full lines) Raman

susceptibility of SrCl^ at 29OK (a), 720K (b), 1020K (c)

p.nd 1110K (d). The dashed line in (c) shows the con-

tribution of anharmonicity alone. The superlonic

transition is at 993K and melting occurs at 1146K.

Prom Elliott et al (1978).

Figure 33. Polarized scattering intensity for molten KgCl_ ( ),

CaCl2 ( ), SrG^ ( ) and BaCO^ (--). Frora Bunten

et al (1985).
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